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The year of “Justinians for Equal
Justice” 20082009 continues.
As we approach
the 200th anniversary of the
birth of Abraham
Lincoln on February 12, 2009, in
this, the Land of Lincoln, we are reminded of
his beliefs and what made him such a great
person-for he too believed in equal justice.
“I am a firm believer in the people” quoting
Lincoln. No expression might be found to
better describe my belief for the people that
make up the Justinian Society of Lawyers.
Since May and the start of my term, this has
been an exciting and wonderful experience
due solely to the people that are a part of this
special organization. In this, our 88th year, we
are encouraged by our continuing growth. As
part of that growth, and, as one of the platforms
for this year, we are reaching out to gain new
members, regardless of ethnicity. With the
able assistance of Katherine Amari, our 3rd
vice-president and Chair of the Membership
Committee, we have established a number of
avenues to increase membership.
At the swearing-in of new attorneys this
year, the Justinians reserved a spot at the ceremony to recruit newly admitted attorneys. We
have implemented a new policy designed to
give first-year lawyers and law student’s free
membership. Also, we have reserved a room
for a meet and greet reception at the Illinois
State Bar Association mid-year meeting in
December in an effort to solicit new members
to sign up for the Justinian Society. Moreover,
we are visiting the various law schools in an
effort to encourage as many law students as
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possible to get involved with the Justinian’s.
This is the future of the organization and I am
committed to achieving maximum involvement
from our future leaders.
This effort was helped along by the generous
support of our scholarship program, awarding
$44,000 this year, including matching funds, to
deserving law students. This program was highlighted at our Scholarship Dinner at Maggiano’s.
The many contributors to our Scholarship Fund
include not only the dues paying members of
the Justinian Society but also the following
individuals: Mrs. Lambruschi, Steve Phillips,
Anthony Farace and Franco Coladipietro, and
Jim Morici. The scholarship committee is a wonderful assemblage of fine Justinians including
our chairs: Anthony Farace and past-president
Umberto Davi. Our chairman emeritus is pastpresident Richard Caifano. Members-at-large
include past presidents Thomas Battista, Franco
Coladipietro, and Lisa Marino. Other members
include Steve Phillips, Dennis Beninato and
yours truly.
The Columbus Day festivities were held on
Monday, October 13, 2008 with an opening mass
at Our Lady of Pompeii Shrine attended by a
number of Justinian’s. The principal celebrant
was Reverend Richard Fragomeni and cocelebrated by Monsignor Ken Velo and Father
Jack Wall. Shortly after noon, the Justinian’s
participated in the parade down Columbus Street
with a number of members and their children
on our float, proudly displaying shirts that read
“Columbus Day Parade 2008” and “Future
Justinian.” On a glorious sunny day the event
was concluded with a family-style reception
and entertainment.
We have just concluded another successful
Annual Installation and Awards Dinner on
Wednesday, September 24, 2008 at the Palmer
House Hilton. Some 400 people from the Chi-
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cago legal community participated in the
evening.
In addition to the slate of officers that were
installed at the dinner, we were privileged to
have a number of past and present Justices
of the Illinois Supreme Court, Justices
of the Illinois Appellate Court, presiding
judges of the Cook County Circuit Court
and many of the other judges from Cook
County and other jurisdictions. One of our
most beloved Justinian’s, Moses Harrison,
retired Chief Justice of the Illinois Supreme
Court, administered the oath of office.
Justice Harrison swore in the new slate
of officers for the year 2008-2009: Mauro
Glorioso, president; Donald J. Storino, first
vice-president; Cristina Mungai, second
vice-president; Katherine Amari, third
vice-president; Gregg Garofalo, treasurer;
and Dennis Beninato, secretary.
Please see my article inside this newsletter
for the full report on the wonderful Installation Dinner.
Moving forward, we have also planned
a number of interesting and entertaining
monthly meetings. These include the past
president meeting at Pompeii’s on Taylor
Street. At this meeting we get the chance
to thank the leaders that came before us
to pave the way. Our Christmas Mass and
Luncheon/Family Day will take place on
the grounds of Casa Italia in Stone Park.
Families are encouraged to bring their children to a wonderful homemade luncheon
and a special visit from Santa Claus as he
arrives from the North Pole. The luncheon
will be preceded by a Mass at the Casa
Chapel. Winding up the year the following
week we have the membership drive at the
Illinois State Bar Association meetings in
downtown Chicago. Upcoming events include the Joint Dinner in January, the bocce
Continued, Page 3
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Letters to the Editor
By Katherine A. Amari
To our Justinian friends:
The family of
F. Ronald Buoscio
acknowledges with
grateful appreciation
your kind expression
of sympathy.
— The F. Ronald
Buoscio family
Dear Katherine:
I write to our
wonderful Justinian
Newsletter to thank
all of my brother and sister Justinians for their
friendship and support during these difficult times.
All of our family really appreciated many of you
attending my Dad’s funeral mass. Also, thank you
so much for honoring my dad with such a nice
article in the last Justinian Newsletter.
— Joseph A. Bosco

The late Judge Bosco with his son Joe Bosco.

Dear Katherine:
Thanks very much for sending me a copy of the
Justinian Society Newsletter so that I could take a
gander at the pictures of the extraordinary fishing
trip that your dad took with us this summer. I had a
terrific time as I always do, but this trip was special
because it was with my son Kevin, whom I do not get
to do these sorts of things with very often. Thanks
for sharing the annual Justinian Society father-son
Canadian fly-in fishing trip with us.
— Charles R. Middleton
President, Roosevelt University
Dear Katherine,
Just a note to tell you how disappointed I was
that more people were not in attendance to hear
Leonard Amari’s introduction of Joe Gagliardo and
to hear Joe’s wonderful acceptance remarks at the
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Justinian Annual Installation and Awards Dinner.
He's a grand man, a credit to the profession, and
deserved better.
— Jack Carey
President, ISBA

Dear Katherine:
Thank you for taking
the time to forward a copy
of your fall newsletter.
I appreciate the photo
and article. I had a
wonderful time and my
deepest gratitude to all
for the Anthony Scariano
Award.
— Tom Cross
House Republican Leader
State Representative, 84th District

From left, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Illinois Thomas Fitzgerald, John Sciaccotta, Jack Carey
and Umberto Davi.

Dear Katherine:
Please accept
my congratulations
as you celebrate
the 87th anniversary
of your publication
Justinian Society
Newsletter. Your
community is better
for the service you
provide it. Bringing a
publication such as
yours is done only by overcoming great challenges
– and by possessing a great commitment to the
mission. Because of your commitment, and that
of the Justinian Newsletter staff, your community
maintains its heritage and, therefore, its identity.
The value of your service simply cannot be
estimated except to describe it as immense and
vital. In serving your audience you strengthen our
entire community. I honor your service and wish
you all the best for a long and productive future.
— Maria Pappas
Cook County Treasurer
Leonard, Katherine, Nina and Amanda:
Thanks to all of you who worked so hard at
putting out the Justinian newsletter. I just had the
opportunity to read the article about my family and
as you might imagine, I was incredibly proud and
appreciative to you for singling us out. I know it’s
a great deal of work on your part, but it must give
you a great sense of fulfillment to know that so
many people are thankful for the recognition you
bring them.
— Donald J. Storino, Sr.

From left, Justinian President Mauro Glorioso, Rep.
Tom Cross and past Justinian president, Rep. Franco
Coladipietro.

Dear Katherine:
Thank you for publishing my commencement
speech….It was a great day, and a great opportunity
to talk with so many “new” legal minds just starting
out. The integrity message is THE message to
make to all law students, so I was honored to be
able to share my thoughts.
Thanks for all the caring you share!
— Carla Michelotti

Past presidents Lisa Marino and Celia GuzaldoGamrath pictured with Carla Michelotti (center).

Letters, Continued

Emails praising the Fall 2008 edition of the
Newsletter:
Nice Job!
— Joseph F. Locallo, Jr.
Great Job, Katherine and Newsletter staff!
— Sam Tornatore
Katherine, great issue! I loved the “photo
stories”.
— Judge Cheryl D. Cesario

From left, Hon. Mary Milano, John Locallo and Hon.
Cheryl Cesario.

President's Message, Continued

tournament in February and the March meeting
beginning at the Italian-American Sports Hall
of Fame. We encourage as many as possible to
bring in new members.
We continue the efforts of the Justinian Society
membership in the only manner we know how,
as quoted by Lincoln: “I do the very best I know
how-the very best I can-and I mean to keep on
doing so until the end.” As we keep moving
forward, we have prepared a wonderful slate of
events for the Society as the year 2009 comes
upon us. I look forward to seeing many of you
during the year at our upcoming events. Please
remember to bring a friend. Thank you all for
your participation in this our 88th year!
Best Professional Regards,

-

Mauro Glorioso,
President

Justinian News
Installation Dinner Report:
By: Mauro Glorioso
The Justinian Society of Lawyers held
its Annual Installation and Awards Dinner
on Wednesday, September 24, 2008 at the
Palmer House Hilton in downtown Chicago.
The event was a smashing success. Some 400
people participated in the evening and the
names read like a "Who's Who" in the Chicago legal community. The guests thoroughly
enjoyed the evening that began with cocktails
and lively conversation that, in true Italian
fashion, extended for some time prior to
seating and the beginning of the program.
Monsignor Kenneth Velo offered the invocation to start the program. In his customary
notable fashion Monsignor Velo evoked
memories of the origins of the Justinian
Society.
In addition to the slate of officers that were
installed, many Chief Justices of the Illinois
Supreme Court, Thomas Fitzgerald, Robert
Thomas, MaryAnn McMorrow and Moses
W. Harrison were present for all or part of
the evening.
Our beloved brother, Justice Harrison,
swore in the new slate of officers for the year
2008-2009: Mauro Glorioso, president; Donald J. Storino, first vice-president; Cristina
Mungai, second vice-president; Katherine
Amari, third vice-president; Gregg Garofalo,
treasurer; and Dennis Beninato, secretary.
Other notable judges in attendance and sitting on the dais were the Honorable Timothy
Evans, Chief Judge of the Circuit Court of
Cook County, and the following presiding
judges of the Circuit Court of Cook County:
Honorable Joseph Urso; Honorable David
Sterba; Honorable Paul Biebel; Honorable
James Epstein; Honorable Sophia Hall and
the Honorable Kenneth Wright. Additionally,
a number of Illinois Appellate Court Justices
were present, including newly appointed
Mary Seminara-Shostock, past-president of
the Lake County Chapter of the Justinian
Society. The Justinians were also honored by
the presence on the dais of the Chief Judge
of the United States District Court for the
Northern District of Illinois, James Holderman.
Naturally, and what has been an ongoing
tradition, the dinner chairperson Honorable
Gloria Coco, and her hard working Arrangements Committee, planned the entire event
in the usual seamless manner and ran the
evening's festivities. We would be remiss
if we did not mention the tireless contributions of the Justinian Society's Executive

Administrator Nina Albano Vidmer. Also,
chairs of this year's Ad Book, compiled in
recognition of the various ad sponsors, were
Katherine Amari and Cristina Mungai. We
are especially indebted to Donald J. Storino,
Sr. and his efforts on the ad book.
Jack Carey, president of the Illinois State
Bar Association, was also present on the dais
for the evening's events. A contingent of fellow

2008-2009 Justinian Officers: from left, President
Mauro Glorioso, 1st Vice President Donald Storino,
2nd Vice President Cristina Mungai, 3rd Vice President Katherine Amari, Treasurer Gregg Garofalo and
Secretary Dennis Beninato.

Award of Excellence recipient Joseph Gagliardo,
President Glorioso, and Outstanding Achievement
Award recipient Vince Lombardi, Jr.

Past President Franco Coladipietro and Arrangements Committee Chairperson Hon. Gloria G. Coco.
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Installation, Continued

From left, Justice Moses Harrison, Herb Franks and
Leonard Amari.

Justice Mary Ann McMorrow and President Glorioso.

ISBA members was also present, including all
three vice-presidents: John O’Brien, first VP;
Mark Hassakis, second VP; and third VP and
past president of the Justinian Society, John
Locallo. Many Justinian’s are very active
members in the state bar association. President
Glorioso sits on the Board of Governors of
the ISBA along with members Umberto Davi,
Dion Davi, Frank Sommario, Jim Morici
and Anita DeCarlo. Fellow officers Mungai,
Katherine Amari, Garofalo and Beninato serve
on the ISBA Assembly.
Just about every living past president of
the Justinian Society was also on hand for
the event.
Antonio Romanucci introduced the new
president, Mauro Glorioso. Glorioso's wife,
Pearl, and his children Mary and Nicholas
were also on hand. Romanucci spoke of how
he and Glorioso first became friends through

the Justinian’s and reminisced on Mauro’s
dedication to the organization.
Glorioso then spoke of the history of the
Justinian’s and the role of Italian-Americans
in our society. He also spoke fondly of his late
parents and his family’s roots from the town
of San Mauro Castelverde in Sicily. “Justinian’s for Equal Justice” is this year’s theme
and president Glorioso’s remarks reflected
the importance of continuing the hard work
of the Society, lawyers and Italian-Americans
as a whole to continue the hard work for equal
access.
Two outstanding individuals received Justinian Society awards. Joseph M. Gagliardo,
a past-president of the Justinian Society,
received the Award of Excellence. Leonard
Amari, past president of the Justinian Society,
introduced Joe and spoke of their relationship
that dates back several decades. Amari continued that Joe was one of the most revered
and admired Justinian’s ever and listed a
number of his major accomplishments, a list
too long to fully detail, Amari noted. Many
Justinians, including this writer, count Joe
as their mentor. In addition to his admirable
service to a number of causes, Joe has been
found among the top 100 lawyers on a consistent basis. Gagliardo accepted the award
with great humility and many thanks to the
Justinian Society. Joe spoke of the lawyer’s
role in society. He commented on the importance of the role of the lawyer in spite
of increasing adversity. He reminded us that
people sometimes take lawyers for granted
until one is needed. Then it becomes our duty
to perform a necessary service. Joe further
commented on the importance of lawyer’s
and the necessity to an orderly society, even
quoting from Shakespeare.
Vince Lombardi, Jr., received the Justinian
Society's Outstanding Achievement Award.
Vince Lombardi, Jr., is of course the son of
the late, legendary coach of the Green Bay
Packers. Lombardi was introduced by President Mauro Glorioso.
The guests were treated to a wonderful
meal with all the trimmings. Of course, great

From left, Russell Hartigan, Mike Favia, Chief Justice
Past presidents Franco Coladipietro and Sam
Thomas Fitzgerald, Joe Gagliardo and Mauro Glorioso. Tornatore.
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President Glorioso and Chief Judge Timothy Evans.

3rd Vice President Katherine Amari and past president Leonard Amari.

President Mauro Glorioso with his wife Pearl and their
children Mary and Nicholas.

food, entertainment, and a lively social setting before the formal dinner made for a great
evening. The Justinian Society of Lawyers
Annual Installation and Awards Dinner is one
of the most anticipated events of the year in
the legal community.
This event could not take place each year
without the full support and organization of
a number of people most notably our dinner
committee led by Judge Coco. The following
individuals all made contributions, including
spending the previous evening together before
the dinner finalizing arrangements. They are:
James Allegretti, Richard Caifano, Anita
DeCarlo, Gina DiBella, Anthony Erbacci,
Michael Favia, John Locallo, Phillip Salerno,
Frank Sommario and Sam Tornatore. By all
accounts this year's event was a huge success
and we look forward to next year's dinner in
September 2009 and the installation of Donald
Storino, Jr. as the new president.

Columbus Day Report:
By: Angelina Filippo

Celebrating Italian
Heritage Month
By: Katherine Amari
Every year, Italians throughout the United
States mark October as the month to honor
our heritage. The purpose of Italian-American
Heritage Month is not just celebratory, but also
educational in nature, because it is vital to inform
the public of contributions made by Italians and
Italian-Americans to our society.

Another beautiful, sunny, hot (!) fall day in
Chicago and the 2008 Columbus Day Parade
marched on with all the green, white and red
pageantry that the city’s Italian sects could
muster.

Katherine Amari, Dennis Beninato, Dion Davi, Angelina Filippo, Audrey Kucia, and Lindsay Carpino with
their families and friends on the Justinian float.

Future Justinians, from left: Nicholas Glorioso, Mia
Filippo, Mary Glorioso and Emilio Filippo.

From Taylor Street and The Shrine of Our
Lady of Pompeii to the south suburban Columbian Club to the queen, Christina Cotuno, of the
far west suburbs and all places in between, this
year’s theme was Italian-Americans Salute the
Performing and Visual Arts. Each float honored
someone of those genres - Joe Mantegna, Frank
Sinatra, Frankie Valli, Tony Bennett and Luciano
Pavarotti name a few.
The Justinian Society float was adorned with
its traditional green, white and red flocking and
the larger-than-life scales of justice prominently
atop. Larger yet were the spirit and eagerness of
those aboard. This year the float was bubbling
with little ones, “Future Justinians” as their
tee-shirts bragged - Mary, Nicholas, Rachel,
Max, Emilio, Mia, Jason, Tia and Nico. They all
wanted to see and be seen on the float, but what
they wanted most was to toss the six pounds of
candy, Tootsie Rolls, Twizzlers and Dum-Dums,
to their anxious peers in the crowd.
Putting a slight damper on their excitability
was the discovery that the ‘float’ does not, in
fact, float; and the admonition from Chicago’s
finest that they could not toss the beloved candy
(certainly for legal reasons!). For those Future
Justinians aboard, it was a momentary pause as
they then soon realized, ALL the candy was now
THEIRS. So, eat, chew and slurp all the way up
Columbus Drive, they did, as they frantically
waved their flags hoping someone would wave
back.
“Everybody needs a good lawyer!” shouted
someone from the crowd. “You should put a
phone number on that float!” he added. The
television hosts commented similarly in the
televised replay, wondering how to get in touch
with one of those lawyers.
Good lawyers, we have; great lawyers,
we have; outstanding in their field, we have.
Through the years, the Justinians have sustained
an organization of attorneys unmatched by any
other group. Not only are they pre-eminent in
their field, but also their talents and activities
extend above and beyond their professional call.
Their collective and individual involvement in
many other aspects of law and community is

Justinian President Mauro Glorioso and 3rd Vice
President Katherine Amari pictured with Sandrina
Motta and Judge William Pileggi.

On October 9, 2008, the Circuit Court of Cook
County hosted its Italian Heritage Month Courthouse Tour. This endeavor was co-sponsored
by our Justinian Society of Lawyers and the
astounding. As presidents and members of many Joint Civic Committee of Italian Americans.
other civic, school and church groups as well The tour offered the public a sense of the dayas professional organizations, they selflessly to-day operations in one of the nation’s largest
contribute their time, effort, and abilities to unified court systems. On that morning the
those who need.
large audience, comprised of a majority of proud
True to their heritage, they are people for others. Italian-Americans, was treated to a presentation
Faithful to their families, each other, their pro- by two professionals from the Italian-American
fession and society, Italians, Italian-Americans legal community.
and Justinians stand tall amongst the greatest
First to address the crowd was our brother
contributors to society as a whole.
and career Justinian, The Honorable William G.
After the parade and as would be expected, Pileggi from the First Municipal District Circuit
there was a well-organized lunch served in the Court of Cook County, a highly respected jurist
park. For a few ‘tickets,’ parade participants and participant over the years of our ethnic
and goers could mangiare on pasta, meatballs, bar association activities. Judge Pileggi spoke
sausage or beef, arancini, eggplant rolls and candidly about growing up as a First Generation
much more. The meal was a tasty tie-on to a Italian-American on the west side of Chicago,
wonderful event. Even the Future Justinians about the struggles that Italian-Americans faced
ate heartily as they knew they would get one both then and now. He also spoke about the
last piece of candy if they cleaned their plates. positive impact that his Italian heritage has on
The finale for littlest Justinians was watching his life and the importance of appreciating the
the giant green, white and red balloons climb significance of continuing that legacy.
into the sky, soaring as high as their parents’
Next to speak was President, Mauro Glorioso.
dreams for them.
He spoke about his pride in being an ItalianThe green, white and red waved with heartfelt American and explained to our audience the
pride that day. Walking proud along that route mission of the Justinian Society, to advance and
were our Chicago Justinians represented by promote our members within the legal profesMauro Glorioso, president (Mary and Nicholas’ sion. He also discussed how the Justinian Society
dad); Katherine Amari, third vice president (Ja- betters the Italian-American legal community,
son’s mom); Greg Garofalo, treasurer; Dennis particularly, its mentorship program for young
Beninato, secretary; Joe Gagliardo, Antonio Ro- law students and attorneys.
manucci, Tom Battista, and Lisa Marino (Max’s
In attendance was the Counsel General of
mom), past presidents; Carmen Forte, Audrey Italy’s wife, Sandrina Motta, Cook County ComKucia, and Lindsay Carpino, law student mem- missioner Jerry Butler’s representative, Walter
bers and scholarship winners; Dion Davi (Tia Benjamin, members of the Sicilian American
and Nico’s dad) and Angelina Filippo (Emilio Cultural Association, members of the Italian
and Mia’s mom), young attorneys; husbands American War Auxiliary and a member from
and wives. But best and happiest of all smiled the Santa Laberta Club.
those Future Justinians. THEY are what this is
Continued, Page 6
ALL about!

A happy future Justinian: 3rd Vice President Katherine Amari’s son Jason O’Dell.
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Heritage Month, Continued

From left: Nina Montelione, Office of the Chief
Judge, Public affairs staff; Mauro Glorioso; Judge William Pileggi, Milissa Pacelli, Office of the Chief Judge,
Public Affairs Supervisor; and Lynette Howard, Office
of the Chief Judge, Public Affairs staff.

A sincere thank-you is due to Judge Pileggi
(a second-time volunteer) and to President
Glorioso for their participation in the Italian
Heritage Month Courthouse Tour. We hope
to have an even larger audience response next
year!

Brown Celebrates
Italian American
Heritage Month
By: Bill Davy
The Honorable
Dorothy Brown,
clerk of the Circuit Court of Cook
County, was joined
by Mr. Alessandro
Motta, consul general of Italy, in
paying tribute on
October 1, 2008 to
three distinguished
professionals of
Italian-American heritage in celebration of
Italian American Heritage Month. The event was
held at Chicago’s Instituto Italiano di Cultura at
500 N. Michigan Avenue and hosted by CBS-2’s
Mr. Vince Gerasole, master of ceremonies.
The 2008 Dorothy Brown award recipients
were ABC-7’s Mark Giangreco for the Truth
& Fairness Award, Village of Elmwood Park
President Commissioner Peter N. Silvestri for
Excellence in Leadership Award, and Shefsky &
Froelich partner, Cook County Board Commissioner Larry Suffredin with the Distinguished
Public Service Award. Past Justinian recipients
of the prestigious Dorothy Brown awards include
the Honorable Judge Gloria Coco, the Honorable Angelo Mistretta, Joseph Gagliardo, John
Marshall Law School president and ISBA past
President Leonard Amari, Dick Caifano and
Celia Gamrath, among others. This year’s award
recipients have brought leadership, professionalism and dedication to their respective field like
those honored before them.
Mr. Mark Giangreco, who we all know as
ABC-7’s sports director and primary sports
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2008 Dorothy Brown award recipients pictured with
Consul General of Italy Alessandro Motta, Leonard
Amari and John Sciaccotta.

anchor for the 5:00 P.M and 10:00 P.M newscast here in Chicago, boasts a career that spans
over 36 years and several states. Believed by
many to be a “native Chicagoan” because of the
special way he has complimented this city, he
was actually born and raised in Buffalo, N.Y.
Over the course of his career, Mr. Giangreco
has been presented with countless awards for
his accomplishments both in his professional
and personal life. Among his many awards are
two Emmy’s, the Justinian Society of Italian
Lawyers’ prestigious Communications Award,
and even “Father of the Year” by the Chicago
Father’s Day Council. He has also put his charisma and talent to use for the benefit of numerous charities including the Black Hawk Alumni
Association. Mr. Giangreco was introduced by
his brother Peter Giangreco. In an emotional
acceptance speech Mr. Giangreco revealed that
one of the greatest compliments he has received
is the way the people of Chicago has taken him
in as their own.
Fellow award recipient Commissioner Peter
N. Silvestri was elected to the Cook County
Board of Commissioners for the 9th District in
1994 and is currently serving his fourth term.
Since that time, Commissioner Silvestri has
served as vice-chair on more committees than
any other commissioner in Cook County. Mr.
Silvestri has also served as the President of
Elmwood Park since 1989. During his tenure
as president, the Village of Elwood Park has
experienced record high property values, record
low crime rates, economic development, new
parks, increased recreation, a new pool, a new
public safety center and library. Commissioner
Silvestri was introduced by the John Marshall
Law School President and long time friend and
active Justinian, Leonard Amari.
Award recipient Commissioner Larry Suffredin was elected Commissioner of the 13th
District in 2002 and reelected in 2006. Commissioner Suffredin has built a reputation as a
government relations specialist at local, state,
and federal levels, and is known for this broad
knowledge of government and politics. Commissioner Suffredin, who is currently a partner
at Shefsky & Froelich, is a highly successful
attorney with a legal career spanning nearly
three decades. Commissioner Suffredin was
introduced by fellow partner of Shefsky &
Froelich, John Sciaccotta.
In a surprise guest appearance, Ms. Karen
Fowler, President of CBS, presented a surprise

Mark Giangreco pictured with Justinians Frank Sommario, Leonard Amari, Katherine Amari and Bill Davy.

From left, past presidents John Sciacotta and
Leonard Amari pictured with award recipient Mark
Giangreco and Rich Pellegrino.

From left, Joseph Bisceglia, Richard Caifano, Consul
General Motta and Joseph Gagliardo.

award to the Master of Ceremonies, Mr. Vince
Gerasole. Mr. Gerasole has received 11 Emmy
Awards for his work at CBS 2, including three
for outstanding individual reporting (2003,
2004, 2005), two for outstanding writing
(2006 and 2007) and one for "Illinois Getaway
Guide (2007)", a half-hour special he wrote and
hosted.
Congratulations to all of the 2008 award
recipients! On behalf of the Justinian Society
of Lawyers, a special thanks to the Honorable Dorothy Brown, her associate clerk in
the Criminal Bureau, Enza Zacchigna, and to
the committee for a wonderful event and for
continuing to highlight the successes of the
Italian-American people of Chicago. Also, a
special thank you to the sponsor of this year’s
event Mr. Antonio Romanucci of Romanucci
& Blandin, and to Sera Alioto and Alioto’s Gift
Shop of Oak Park for providing the Awards.

Chapter Updates:

By: Michael Ori

LAKE COUNTY
The
Lake
County Chapter
is very proud to
congratulate one of
its founding members, the Honorable
Mary SeminaraSchostok, on her
appointment to the
Second District
Court of Appeals.
Judge SeminaraSchostok was appointed to serve as an Associate
Judge in the 19th Judicial Circuit in 1998. She
served in several capacities as an Associate
Judge, handling traffic, misdemeanor and
felony case and she was also the Supervising
Judge of the Juvenile Division. She was then
appointed as a Circuit Judge by the Supreme
Court in 2001 and elected in 2002.
Judge Seminara-Schostok re-founded the
Lake County Chapter of the Justinian Society
in 1995 and has continued to be a mainstay of
our organization. Judge Seminara-Schostok has
acted as a mentor for many young attorneys in
Lake County, and her service in our organization
has been invaluable. We wish her well in her
endeavors on the Court of Appeals and look
forward to her continuing support of our great
organization.
The Lake County Chapter will host its annual
Holiday Party on December 10, 2008 at 6:30
P.M. This year, the Honorable Victoria Rossetti
will host the event at her home in Lake Forest. If
you would like to attend, please email Michael
Ori at mjsabori@hotmail.com.
The Chapter hosted its first ever Scholarship
Fundraiser on August 20, 2008 at David Del
Re’s home in Wadsworth. The event was a great
success, and we raised over $1,000.00 to put into
a scholarship fund for incoming law students.
If you would like information on other Lake
County events, please contact Michael Ori at
the above-listed email address.

From left, Chris Lombardo, past president of the Lake
County Chapter; Hon. James K. Booras, Chief Judge,
19th Judicial Circuit; Hon. Mary Seminara-Schostok,
2nd District Appellate Court; and David Del Re, Lake
County Chapter secretary.

WISCONSIN-MILWAUKEE
The chapter hosted its annual Columbus Day
Banquet on October 10, 2008. This marked a
very special day for the Wisconsin Chapter as
it honored Richard Caifano with their highest
award, the President’s Citation. Former Chapter
President, Joe Alioto, presented the award to
Richard and an excerpt of his comments sums
up the respect and admiration that he, and all
of us Justinians, have for Richard Caifano.
“Richard Caifano has been and continues to be
the voice of reason, the peacemaker, the mentor, the friend and the older brother to Italian
American lawyers throughout the Country. He
epitomizes what our organization is all about.
He promotes Italian American causes and never
seeks any recognition in return.
Richard Caifano has truly been a dear friend to
our organization and for that reason we would
like to present to him our most coveted award,
our President’s Citation. Richard did not know
this was going to happen tonight but I would ask
him to come forward and receive his award.”
On behalf of all of the Chapters of the Justinian Society of Italian-American Lawyers,
Congratulations to Richard Caifano, and thank
you for all of your time, energy and support of
our beloved Society.

DuPage County
Cancer Charity Ball
By: Dion U. Davi
On October 17,
2008, the DuPage
County Chapter of
the Justinian Society held its 18th annual Cancer Charity
Ball at the Wyndham Drake Hotel
in Oak Brook. The
event, held in honor
and memory of Ken
Vencolese who succumbed to cancer,
began in 1990 and has raised and donated over
$100,000 for cancer research since its inception.
This year the Society presented a check in the
amount of $12,500 to the Oncology Department
at Good Samaritan Hospital in Downers Grove.
The extreme generosity of the sponsors and
donors made it possible to give so much given
the current economy.
In addition to raising money for such a worthy
cause, the Society honored immediate PastPresident of the Illinois State Bar Association
and past President of our Society, Joseph G.
Bisceglia, with the Justice Anthony M. Peccarelli Honorary Award for his continued service
Continued, Page 8

DuPAGE COUNTY
The DuPage County chapter will host its annual Christmas Dinner on December 17th 2008 at
Sergio’s Restaurant located at 280 N. Rohlwing
Rd. in Itasca, IL. As always, the dinner will
begin with cocktails at 6:00 and dinner at 7:00
and all our welcome to attend. The Chapter will
also host a St. Joseph’s Day Dinner in March at
Amalfi’s Restaurant in Bloomingdale with more
details to follow.
The DuPage chapter once again hosted their
very successful Cancer Ball. Please read more
about the Cancer Ball in this issue of the newsletter.
WINNEBAGO COUNTY
The Winnebago Chapter of the Justinian
Society would like to recognize two of its most
active members, Frank Perrecone and Lisa
Fabiano, for their publication of an article they
co-wrote entitled, Federalization of Punitive
Damages and the Effect on Illinois Law which
was included in the Northern Illinois University
Law Review Summer 2008 edition. The article
discusses the history of the federalization of
punitive damage law, focusing on the 1990’s tort
reform movement and it “criticizes the Supreme
Court’s intrusion into an area traditionally left
to the State’s”.
This article is a good resource for any of our
practicing attorneys who expect to become
involved in the most egregious of cases where
punitive damages will be put at issue. Congratulations to Frank and Lisa for their insightful and
thought provoking article.

“Dancing with the Bar Stars” Fred Spitzzeri and
Sharon Knobbe.

From left: DuPage County Justinian President James
“Jay” Laria, Justice Anthony M. Peccarelli Honorary
Award recipient Joe Biscegila and event Chairman
and 2nd Vice President Dion Davi.
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Cancer Ball, Continued

to the profession, the public, and our Society.
Among the endless list of his contributions to
the profession, Justice Peccarelli was one of
the founding members and the first president
of the DuPage chapter. Joe clearly embodies all
the wonderful qualities that Justice Peccarelli
brought to our profession.
The organizers of the event, which I had
the honor of chairing, decided to spice the
event up this year with a little competition.
DuPage County attorneys Sharon “Ginger
Rogers” Knobbe, immediate past president
of our DuPage Chapter, and Fred “Astaire”
Spitzzeri, immediate past president of the DuPage County Bar Association, participated in
the "Dancing with the Bar Stars." Sharon and
Fred took lessons at Celebrity Dance Studio
in Downers Grove, and then tripped the light
fantastic during the Ball in a competition worthy
of reality television. Each was paired with a
dance professional, and took traditional dances
to a new level with spirited moves and dazzling
costumes. The new flavor was well received as
evidenced by the energizing feedback and the
many that remained until the lights went up.
The success of this year’s event has shown
that the tradition of camaraderie and service
continues to this day under the leadership of
DuPage chapter president, James “Jay” Laraia.
Plans are underway to make the 19th annual
Cancer Charity Ball even bigger and better
than this year. The Society is counting on all of
our members to attend and support next year’s
event. If you care to pledge your support early,
please contact me at DionDaviLaw@comcast.
net or (630) 665-7300.

Anyone wishing to share information with their fellow Justinians is encouraged to contact Newsletter Associate
Editor Katherine Amari at our Justinian headquarters address: 734 North
Wells Street, Chicago, IL 60654; phone
(312)255-8550; fax (312)255-8551; kaa@
amari-locallo.com.

Scholarship Dinner Report
By: Vincent R. Vidmer

One of the finer
points of the Justinian Society of
Lawyers is the
Scholarship Fund.
For this reason, the
annual scholarship
dinner is a special
event. Annually, the
Society bequeaths
many thousands
of dollars to young
Italian-American
law students who are in need of a little extra
financial help. As a former recipient, the gracious gift from the society assisted me in taking
a little pressure off of an enormous amount of
student loans.
But as we all know, life is not just about dollars
and cents. The scholarships are given beyond
the scope of just need, but also with a hope that
the life blood of the Society will extend onto
these special recipients.
In attendance were many of our illustrious
past-presidents and distinguished members, as
well as a great number of young law students who
have proven themselves through their academic
accomplishments. This year was exceptionally
lively and there were so many special attendees
that the word count of this article couldn’t hold
the list of mentionable members.
Recalling some of the night; the cocktail hour
at Maggiano’s was packed and set the mood for
the evening. Many of the scholarship recipients
met new faces, some future colleagues and hope-

Morici- LoBello Family Memorial Scholarship Recipients Lindsey Ann Carpino (L) and Gia Scatchell (R)
with their parents John and Patricia and John and
Laura

President Mauro Glorioso with John Marshall Law
School Dean John Corkery.

Please notify Nina Albano Vidmer of any address changes by contacting her at P.O. Box 804; LaGrange, IL
60525-0804; fax (708) 401-0360; e-mail:
ninabeana@ameritech.net.

Justinian Scholarship recipients pictured with the Scholarship Committee.
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Law School Updates
By: Carmen P. Forte Jr.

2008-2009 Justinian Scholarship recipients

fully friends. The night moved smoothly with
Anthony Farace’s distribution of the scholarship
awards, and Jim Morici’s heartfelt words about
the origin of his scholarships and what it means
to be a Justinian.
In total, $44,000 was issued by the Society
to 17 students, who hailed from DePaul, John
Marshall, and Loyola University law schools.
The scholarship recipients included: Nichole
Massarello, Gianna Scatchell, Gabe Caporale,
Carmen Forte, John Ferrentino and Matthew
Ignoffo all from JMLS; Amanda Losquadro,
Danielle Ghiloni, Lea Ann Fracasso, Kristine
Rinella, Elisabeth Jardine, Michael Murphy,
Allegra Cira, Elisabeth Kuszak, and John Lillig
from DePaul; and Christina Laga and Lindsey
Carpino from Loyola.
Most scholarships are matched dollar-fordollar by many of the Illinois law schools,
resulting in over $75,000 in annual scholarships to needy Italian-American law students,
as has been the case for many, many years. It
should also be mentioned that, as a result of
the generosity of past president James Morici,
a tradition that was started many years ago that
was continued this year. Circa 1979, when the
recipients were selected, the late John Philips saw
to it that every applicant not chosen to receive a
scholarship would receive $1500 from the Phillips Law Offices. This year, Morici awarded the
same amount to 10 or so applicants who were
not selected as recipients by the Scholarship
Committee. Bless his generous heart. With the
outrageously high costs of legal education these
days, every dollar counts.
Dean Corkery of John Marshall Law School,
and Asst. Dean Jean Gaspardo of Loyola University Law School, also gave a pair of eloquent
speeches and commented on the vibrancy of
the evening and the strength of our wonderful
society.
The evening went quite well, with spirits high
through dinner and a group of students and attorneys gathered for a small after party hosted
by Phil Salerno at Underground Lounge.
In summary, it was just another wonderful
Justinian dinner.

FRESH MEAT:
A nuber of young
Justinian law students have passed
the bar and are
beginning their legal careers in the
Chicagoland community. Let’s hear
a round of applause
for the long hours
of studying that these guys and gals put in
to pass the dreaded exam: Angelina Filippo,
Gina Rossi, Jill Anselmo, Vince Vidmer, Paul
Prezioso, Laura Deschamps, Audrey Kucia,
Elizabeth Turillo, Mike Santocito, Sarah
Gelsomino, Chris Niro, and Jim Cerami. We
look forward to their future as Justinians,
and we will all be sure to sit at the table with
them at the next dinner so that they can pick
up our bill!
A VISIT FROM THE PRESIDENTS:
A busy semester it’s been, and the Justinians
are in full swing. To start the semester off right,
Justinian President Mauro Glorioso and Vice
President Don Storino visited the DePaul law
students for an informal lunch to talk about
the Justinian Society. The event was heavily
attended, and it was a great place to learn a lot
about what the Justinians have to offer.
SCHOLARSHIP DINNER:
As you may have noticed from the extensive article, the Justinian Society awarded a
number of scholarships to several deserving
law students from John Marshall, DePaul,
and Loyola Law Schools. The night was ripe
with law students, with at least two or three
at a table, and was possibly the most attended
dinner by law students ever! From all of us
students, I would like to personally thank the
Society for their gracious rewards – we are
truly honored.
SOME EVENTS:
The JMLS Chapter hosted its annual wine tasting at Suite Lounge, and would like to thank
all who attended, law students and attorneys
alike. The laughs were long and the wine was
flowing, and we of course all became expert
sommeliers by the end of the night. We also
want to thank Mike and Rich Caldarazzo
of East-West Title, who once again came to
JMLS for their regular Real Estate Closing
Seminar. Their tips are priceless, and the food
is not to be missed.

Students in their last semester at John Marshall Law
School and active mentors in the Justinian mentoring
program, from left, Joseph F. Locallo III, Catherine
Caifano and Carmen P. Forte Jr.

ARRIVEDERCI ROMA:
It’s been three (long) years, and a million casebook pages, but the time has finally come…
the time for me to start studying, and eventually take, the bar exam. While my parents
and friends might say “oh, wow, it’s gone by
so quickly,” that sometimes was just not the
case. As we all know very well, law school
was a new experience, difficult at times, but
rewarding in the end. But when I look back
at my law school experience, I don’t think of
it as merely time spent in the classroom. For
me, law school has been so much more. And
I owe that to the loyal support that I have had
in the Justinian Society. Through the Justinians, I have gotten a few jobs, met hundreds
of people, made a thousand connections, and
had a million laughs. And not to mention, my
mother is happy to know that you all fed me
quite well in the last few years…
And so it shall go – one day I’m a law student
and the next a lawyer (cross your fingers).
I’ve enjoyed every second of writing for
this newsletter from a student’s perspective,
and I hope to continue that role as a budding
barrister. As always, I thank everyone for
giving me the opportunity to be a part of the
Justinian Society, and letting me do my best
to give back for all that has been given to
me. If you don’t see me until the beginning
of March, check the 10th floor of JMLS.
Chances are I’ll be there with my head stuck
in a Barbri book…
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New Lawyers
By: Angelina Filippo
On November 6, over 1700 new lawyers
were sworn in at McCormick Place in a ceremony that was as impressive as the group
in attendance. This was only one of the three
or so locations around the state swearing in
a total of approximately 3000 new Illinois
lawyers. The proud parents, spouses, families and friends filled the room, blurring the
distinction between those being sworn and
those cheering.

From left: Angelina Filippo, Vince Vidmer, Gina Rossi
and Jill Anselmo, with Angelina's children Mia and
Emilio, at the swearing in ceremony.

After the ceremony in a more intimate
setting on Wells Street, five newly sworn
law graduates, to some degree, all products
of our Justinian mentoring program, were
extolled by a more familial group. The young
attorneys who came from different schools
and backgrounds, each with his or her own
story, successes and trials were now united in
this fraternity and commended by their new
brothers. The five included: me, the proud
daughter of past Justinian president Jerry
DePalma; longtime active Justinian student
leader, son of Executive Director Nina Vidmer
and nephew of past president Sam Tornatore,
Vince Vidmer; Greg Smith; William Andrew
Beutel and Mark Schuman.
“Don’t screw up!” was the admonition from
our ‘father’ Leonard Amari as he bestowed
accolades and gifted engraved gavels to each.
“You have made your parents very proud,” he
continued. Our parents, families, and friends
were indeed proud and equally so was the
group in attendance at this congratulatory
luncheon. It was moving to see the outreach
from this new, extended family.
For this particular candidate the experience
was monumental. Trials and tribulations felt
more prominent than successes; however,
with the support of this fraternity and her
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own family she was ultimately triumphant.
From the first conversation with Leonard upon
acceptance at John Marshall to the multitude
of encouraging words from him and many
others through the years of studies leading
to this final ‘hurrah,’ he and the Justinians
always made me feel at home and part of a
wonderful new family, including our hosts,
all of the folks at Amari & Locallo, and a
number of past presidents.
The sense of camaraderie and the outreach
from all the members has been amazing.
People unknown before presented themselves
and extended hands to hold and help at every
function. This same camaraderie extended to
the student group at John Marshall as well.
I have not seen a group of strangers unite
and pursue with such fervor as if they were
siblings out to defend each other from the
neighborhood bully. Whether it was a book or
outline or meal to share, someone was always
there.
No other student group or professional
group has or creates such a bond between
its members. The bond is one to cherish for
eternity because that is how long it lasts. The
same bond my father (Jerome DePalma) had
with his peers (Leonard Amari, Rich Caifano,
Bruno Tassone, Sam Tornatore and many
more) is the one I share with them and my
new peers and the one I intend to pass on to
others to come.
I want to thank Leonard and all the folks
at Amari & Locallo, his assistants Amanda
Simkins and Chuck Sampson, and the Justinians in attendance for making this day extra
special and most memorable. Our combined
success was fostered by your support and for
that we are thankful. Once strangers, now
sworn together as members of this fraternity
to uphold the Constitution of the United States
and the State of Illinois, we swear we won’t
‘screw up.’
Grazie ai tutti per tutto.

New lawyer Vince Vidmer (center), his mother, Nina,
and Leonard Amari.

Wisconsin
Justinians Honor
Caifano
By: Leonard F. Amari
[Editor’s Note: More because we are good
friends with forty years of history than ego,
our esteemed brother Justinian, Richard
Caifano, sent me the following email advising of his recognition with the prestigious
President’s Award of our Wisconsin Justinian Chapter. I republish it here because it
tells us about the mettle of this outstanding
man. I also follow Richard Caifano’s advisory with responses to his informational
email received from distinguished Justinians further highlighting the great esteem
in which Brother Richard is held. Aguri,
fratello Riccardo.]

Richard Caifano with his lovely daughters, Catie (left)
and Christine.

Leonard:
It is said that a man is measured by the
friends he has in life. Application of that axiom
finds me truly blessed. A recent event serves
to make the point. As in past years, this past
September I received an invitation to attend
the annual Wisconsin Justinian Society's
Columbus Day Awards Dinner to be held on
the Friday preceding Columbus Day at the
Italian Community Center in Milwaukee.
As in past years, I responded indicating my
intention to attend, not certain that I would do
so, truth be known. Subsequently, I received
calls from Joe Alioto and Peter Balistreri
insisting that I attend as their guest and each
offering me a place to spend the night so as
to avoid driving back on the same evening.
So I committed.
During the program that evening, while
enjoying my second glass-or third-of wine
and visiting with fellow guests, my friend
and co-chair of the event, Joe Alioto, took the
podium and began talking about the formation
of the Wisconsin Justinian Society. In doing

so I was complimented by his mention of
myself, Sam Tornatore and Bruno Tassone
as being instrumental in the resurgence of
the Wisconsin Justinians some years ago. I
turned and smiled at Joe's lovely wife Dawnia
in acknowledgment of the compliment. It then
became apparent-as I continued to taste the
grape before me- that Joe had not ended that
recognition as my name was mentioned again
in relation to those that I have respected like
few others in my life, John Alioto, Dominic
Frinzi and Joe Balistreri.
About that time, Brother Joe Alioto asked
me to step up to receive the Society's President's Award, noting to those in attendance
that I had no idea that the Award was to be
presented. Joe together with Judge John
DiMotto, the president of the Wisconsin Justinian Society, had conjured up the evening's
surprise award and carried it out without a
glitch. In receiving the award, I believe I
mentioned that there is no greater honor than
to be recognized by one's peers, especially
when they are individuals whose friendship is
treasured. So, at the risk of repeating myself:
Joe Alioto and John DiMotto you have paid
me the highest compliment.
– Richard Caifano
Several congratulatory e-mails followed,
including those listed below:
“I live my life based upon the old axiom
that you get what you give. Brother Richard,
you are entitled to every recognition, every
award. Of course, you know that we all feel
that way about you, why you are so truly
revered. The Wisconsin Chapter effort is
a just another example. Aguri e bravo mio
fratello.” - Leonardo daBorgetto (Amari)
“Why am I not surprised that Richard Caifano is being praised for his good deeds, and
lifelong dedication to the Justinians. Richard,
you have been a mentor to so many of us
that an award similar to the one delivered by
Brother Alioto could be bestowed to you on
a monthly basis. Congratulations my friend.”
- Thomas M. Battista
“Richard: Congratulations on receiving the
President’s Award. I, along with many, many
others consider it to be a true privilege to be
your friend and colleague. Your high level of
honor, legal skill and work ethic are what we
strive for each day. And it is your gentleness
and humor that makes me wish that Detroit
was much closer to Chicago….and not to
mention your fabulous frittata as well. Love
and regards.” - Liliana A. Ciccodicola
“We are privileged to call you our friend. We
have always enjoyed your company and have
profited from your knowledge and friendship
over the years and the award verifies what we

Given at the Wisconsin Chapter of the
Justinian Society of Lawyers
Columbus Day Banquet on October
10, 2008 by Joseph G. Alioto
Reverend Fathers, Honored Guests

From left, Sam Tornatore, Vito DeCarlo, Richard
Caifano and Tom Battista.

all know. You are a gentleman and a great
lawyer and we all join in extending to you
and your family our congratulations. Il tuo
amico. ” - Umberto S. Davi
“Richard, the award is well deserved and I
am honored to have been there.” - Joseph
M. Gagliardo
“Richard, How wonderful, and well deserved!” - John G. Locallo
“Richard, Il mio caro amico Congratulazioni.
Siete stato l'insegnante e l'avvocato rispettato per molti anni dai membri della società
Justinian. È un premio meritato.
Amore voi amico.” Joseph F. Locallo, Jr.
“Congratulations Richard for the well deserved recognition of your lifetime of good
deeds.” - Michael Monico
“Richard: There can be few people, if any,
who are more deserving than you are. Now
speaking as a grizzled veteran, you were there
for me when I left the public defender's office
and went into private practice for the first
time. The name Richard Caifano defines the
word mentor and gentleman. Congratulations
to you and the Wisconsin Justinian Society.”
- Antonio M. Romanucci
“Richard, you make us all proud. You are
an inspiration to all who know you and so
often rely on you for wisdom, leadership and
kindness. Many of us have always thought of
you as the “peace maker” in our group. I am
honored to be named in the same company
with you and Sam. Congratulations.”
- Hon. Bruno and Cheri Tassone
“Richard: CONGRATULATIONS! I remember that first meeting with the Justinians from
Milwaukee as if it were yesterday. You were
instrumental in bringing back not only Wisconsin, but also other Justinian chapters in the
area. I am proud to have been with you back
in those days. I learned a great deal. Buona
Fortuna!!” - Sam Tornatore

In 1983, when we resurrected the Wisconsin
Chapter of the Justinian Society, originally
founded by my cousin Joseph Balistreri,
I called my late brother John, God rest his
soul, an attorney in Chicago, and asked him
what to do. When you’re the baby of an Italian family, you always bounce everything off
your older brother. My brother, John, suggested I contact one of the kings of the Italian lawyers in Chicago and assured me he
would show us the way.
I immediately contacted Richard Caifano, a
former President and member emeritus of
the Chicago Justinians. Richard was also
one of the founding members of NIABA.
Without hesitation, Richard gave advice,
encouragement and shared ideas. When he
realized that this young kid from Milwaukee
was a bit apprehensive, he inquired as to
when our first meeting would be held. Much
to our surprise, into that first meeting in the
basement of the old ICC on Hackett Avenue
came Richard Caifano with his entourage of
Judge Bruno Tassone, Sam Tornatore and
Jerry DePalma. They took the train in from
Chicago to help the guys up north organize
the Justinian Society. Richard then presented us with a beautiful plaque – a Charter. He
arranged for our involvement in NIABA.
Richard Caifano has been and continues
to be the voice of reason, the peacemaker,
the mentor, the friend and the older brother
to Italian American lawyers throughout the
Country. He epitomizes what our organization is all about. He promotes Italian American causes and never seeks any recognition
in return.
Richard Caifano has truly been a dear friend
to our organization and for that reason we
would like to present to him our most coveted award, our President’s Citation. Richard did not know this was going to happen
tonight but I would ask him to come forward
and receive his award.
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GAGLIARDO
Trailblazer in the Italian-American Community
[Editor’s Note: This article, written by Chris
Ruys, appeared in the Summer 2008 edition
of Amici, and is being reprinted with permission in full.]
As a young First Deputy Corporation
Counsel for the city of Chicago, Joseph M.
Gagliardo won kudos for his legal acumen,
integrity, devotion to long hours on the job
and enthusiasm for the law.
Today, he has parlayed those same qualities
into a thriving law practice that concentrates
in representing employers in labor relations,
employment litigation, employee benefits and
business immigration cases.
Gagliardo is managing partner of Laner,
Muchin, Dombrow, Becker, Levin and Tominberg, Ltd., on of Chicago’s oldest and largest
independent employment law firms. Under
his leadership (he was promoted to the top
position in May 2005), the firm has grown,
by adding attorneys, expanded its immigration practice, and hired and promoted more
minority attorneys.
In fact, these successful diversity efforts
led to a prestigious award from the Minority
Corporate Counsel Association which in 2007
presented the firm with its Thomas L. Sager
Award for the Midwest region. It is an honor
usually bestowed on much larger organizations.
“From our inception in 1945, we have
served clients with diverse workforces,” said
Gagliardo, who joined the firm in 1988 as a
partner and now heads its litigation practice.
“We felt it was important to grow our own
firm by confronting rather than shying away
from diversity challenges.”
In the past two years, Gagliardo has also
worked to make the firm’s internal processes
more streamlined, and he has involved the
entire firm in creating solutions that enable it
to operate more effectively and efficiently.
“The field of labor law continues to grow
because the laws are constantly changing,”
he said. “Clients lean on us for our advice,
and relationships are typically very close. It
is important that we not only understand the
client’s business but also the dynamics in
which the organization operates. We make
every attempt to do so cost-effectively in a
way that builds loyalty and trust.”
Because lawyer accessibi
lity is so
important, Laner Muchin established a TwoHour guarantee to return phone calls promptly,
a promise which Gagliardo has marketed very
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From left, Chief Justice Robert Thomas, past ISBA
President Joe Bisceglia and Joe Gagliardo.

Past Justinian presidents, from left, Joe Gagliardo,
Enrico Mirabelli and Umberto Davi.

aggressively since taking the helm.
“In a labor law practice, accessibility is
critical to providing quality legal service,”
he said. “Corporation or government leaders
with a labor or employee problem usually can’t
afford to wait even 24 hours to speak with an
attorney.”
It is that type of attention to detail and client understanding that has led the firm to win
business from the top management at major
corporations and governmental entities. When
Donald Trump, for example, was getting ready
to build Trump Tower in Chicago, he turned to
Gagliardo for advice on union-related issues
and other legal matters.
Active in numerous professional and civic
organizations, Gagliardo is a past president of
the Federal Bar Association’s Chicago Chapter
and the Justinian Society of Lawyers, and he
has been recognized as one of the top 100
lawyers in Illinois. He is a past president of the
Joint Civic Committee of Italian Americans,
an important and active hub organization of
all the various societies and organizations of
the Chicago area’s Italian-American community.

Gagliardo has won many awards for his
achievements, including the Peacemaker
Award from the Joint Civic Committee for
his skills in resolving disputes and the organization’s Humanitarian Award based on
his commitment to, and efforts to promote,
diversity and human relations initiatives. Last
fall, he won a leadership award from the Clerk
of the Circuit Court of Cook County.
A Chicago native, Gagliardo is the son of
Sicilian parents, Joe and Marie, who owned
a small grocery store near Wrigley Field.
At age 10, Gagliardo started working at the
store as a bagger and soon took on other duties such as stocking the shelves and cashier.
“My parents instilled in me the premise that
the customer is always right,” said Gagliardo.
“I learned many important service concepts
from them that have been transmitted into my
law practice.”
Gagliardo received a bachelor’s degree from
DePaul University in 1974 where he graduated with High Honors, and his law degree
from The John Marshall Law School in 1977.
He was elected to the school’s Order of John
Marshall, the law honor society limited to
those whose scholastic records are within the
highest 10 percent of the graduating class.
On the personal side, he is a devoted family
man. He and his wife Jennifer have three sons:
Joseph, 22, Michael, 20 and John, 18.
He is also a devotee of music. His lifelong
passion for rock has led to a huge collection
of records, albums and CD’s. By his own account he has more than 5,000 albums, 5,000
“45’s” and a ton of CD’s.
He also plays bass in a rock band called The
Boyzz, which has opened for groups such as
The Doobie Brothers, Ted Nugent and Cheap
Trick. He even once played bass for music
great Chuck Berry at a live concert.
At the end of the day, Gagliardo hopes
to be remembered for his ability to bring
people together and work towards a common
understanding, especially when it comes to
legal issues. “I think it’s unfortunate that we
live in a litigious society where successful
problem-solving sometimes takes a back
seat to litigation,” he says, “My clients know
that I strive to resolve their legal disputes as
quickly and efficiently as possible, consistent
with their business goals. The approach saves
both money and the angst of a long and often
unnecessary lawsuit.”

A Justinian You Should Know:
STEPHEN D. PHILLIPS
By: Leonard F. Amari
Stephen D.
Phillips, an
outstanding
catastrophic
injury lawyer,
is the alter ego
of the Philips
Law Offices
in downtown
Chicago, a
second generation firm that represents severely injured
victims.
Of course, Steve is the son of a legend in
the legal and our ethnic community, John
G. Phillips who was a career contributor to
making the Justinian Society of Lawyers a
premier bar association in the State of Illinois. As a bar and community leader, Steve
carries on that tradition of leadership.
His father John came from Sicily as a 9
year old and graduated from law school in
1945 and established himself as a leading
lawyer in the catastrophic injury field, medical malpractice and products liability, when
those areas of negligence law didn’t even
have recognizable or categorical titles.
Discussing his illustrious and esteemed
father, Steve muses, “My dad came here
from Bagheria, Sicily when he was nine
years old. In Sicily they lived in a 2-story
very small row house with a dirt floor for the
first floor. They came to America with the
proverbial “dream of a better life.” Neither
he nor his parents spoke a single word of
English when they immigrated.”
“My father’s ambition had always been to
become an “orator” or lawyer but he was told
repeatedly that Italians cannot be “orators”
lawyers. Determined to prove them wrong,
he used to stand in front of the mirror to
practice his new language – English! After
high school, in light of his experience with
prejudice towards Italians, he concluded he
could never make a living as a lawyer with
an Italian/Sicilian surname so he changed
his name from Felipe Giovanni Giangrasso
to John G. Phillips.”
Steve Phillips, as his late father did for
decades, to this day, contributes many, many
thousands of dollars each and every year
to the Justinian Society Scholarship Fund.

Justice Thomas and the late John Phillips (seated),
with Dominic Fichera and Steve Phillips (standing) on
the Phillips’ boat on Lake Michigan.

Steve Phillips (center) with two recipients of the
John G. Phillips Memorial Scholarship at a Justinian
Scholarship Dinner.

These contributions make becoming a lawyer
easier for following generations of ItalianAmericans than it was for Mr. Phillips when
he went to law school in the 1940’s. Virtually
hundreds of lawyers have benefited from
the largesse of the Phillips, father and son,
with contributions toward their educational
expenses in the Chicago area law schools.
Steve Phillips recognizes the importance of
his father’s legacy and continues that on an
on-going basis. Because of the generosity of
Steve Phillips, and other Justinians, the society
averages $75,000 per year in grants to needy
Italian-American law students (because, our
contributions are met, dollar for dollar, from
Chicago area law school).
Being the son of John Phillips could not
have been any easy task for Steve, having
had such a successful and esteemed father in a
most difficult area of the practice of law. From
the time Steve graduated from law school, in
1985, from Loyola University School of Law,
he seemed to have been born to the law. He
has a certain charisma in front of juries, as

did his late father, and continues the legend
of successfully representing catastrophically
injured individuals in our court system, receiving large verdicts, in the millions of dollars,
for clients of his firm.
Steve is a member of every recognized and
significant bar association in the State of Illinois, the Chicago Bar Association, the Illinois
State Bar Association, Illinois Trial Lawyers
Association, American Trial Lawyers Association and the American Bar Association.
Not only has Steve been active in the various
recognized and active bar associations, he is
a leader in those organizations, as well, e.g.
he has served as a member of the Board of
Governors of the Illinois State Bar Association; and Board of Managers of the Illinois
Trial Lawyers Association, co-chairman of
its Publications Committee, parliamentarian, and served as an executive position as
an officer at various times over a period of
years. Steve has also been recognized in the
International Who’s Who of Professionals
(1995), Strathmore’s Who’s Who Registry
(199-2000 edition), Society of Trial Lawyers
(1999-present), Illinois Network of Leading
American Attorneys (200-present) and was
a recipient of the prestigious Illinois Trial
Lawyers Association President’s Award in
2005.
A state-wide survey of top lawyers in Illinois
concluded that Steve Phillips is in the top 5%
of the lawyers in Illinois in his field. He has
also been recognized as one of the “Illinois
Super Lawyers” in a state-wide publication.
Besides representing catastrophically injured individuals in our court system, Steve
finds time to lecture, which he does extensively for all the bar associations mentioned.
He has taught law, as an adjunct professor
at Loyola University and, like his late and
great father, publishes significant and highly
respected pieces in the catastrophic injury
field on a regular basis.
Legal contributor, protector of the rights
of those victimized, bar leader, orator and
publisher of legal treaties, Steve Phillips, the
son on John Phillips, another example of the
best our community has to offer. Obviously,
the fruit does not fall far from the tree.
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A Justinian You Should Know:
SAL INDOMENICO
[Editor’s Note: Please meet Sal Indomenico, a
highly respected Illinois attorney. Sal provided
me a wonderful narrative, in his own words,
that I republish here with minor editing.]
My life began in a small town, FloridiaSiracusa, Sicily, born to Antonio and Girolama Indomenico (nee Buccheri). My father,
a welder, was 21 when I was born, and my
mother, a seamstress, was 17. At the age of
four, my parents, baby brother and I, left Sicily
for Melbourne, Australia where my father had
siblings; Melbourne has a fairly large Italian
community and offered a better opportunity
for the family.
Five years later, the family immigrated to
Miami, Florida, where our maternal grandfather
and grandmother, Salvatore and Francesca
Buccheri took us in. Unable to find work that
paid adequate wages to support our family, we
moved to Hartford, Connecticut, where my
father had another sister. We lived with them
for three months before my family was able
to save sufficient money to afford an apartment.
At times, my father worked two jobs and
when that was not possible, he worked as much
overtime as he could to keep money coming
in. My mother worked as a seamstress, doing
“piece work,” taking work home from the
factory and sewing after dinner.
After 3 years there, saving as much money
as we could, we moved back to Miami and
were able to buy a small home. Life in Miami
was difficult for our family. Having moved a
lot, there was never an opportunity to make
life long friends or establish bonds. Being
immigrants didn’t make life any easier.
At 16 I went to work at the Winn-Dixie
grocery store. I worked after school and on
weekends from 1-10 pm doing everything
that comes with the territory: bagging, carts,
sweeping and moping. I learned that, as a boy,
there was something right and something wrong
about America.
At that time I hadn’t decided what I wanted
to do or whether I wanted to go to college. My
parents never pushed me; all they knew was
physical work. One summer my father offered
to teach me welding so that I would have trade
skills to fall back on should things not work
out. I never took him up on the offer.
In high school, there were teachers in my
honors classes that stressed going to college at
a time when college wasn’t a popular choice.
The encouraged me to apply to Ivy League
schools, Northwestern and Stanford.
At this time a significant thing happened; my
father lost his job during the Arab oil embargo
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of 1974. Unable to find work for months, I saw
what it did to our family. This made me determined to choose a profession where I wouldn’t
have to rely on another for my livelihood. I
decided to go to college and aimed for ones
being recommended by my honors teachers;
no one could afford to visit schools to see if we
“liked” them. I find it comical these days when
students are able to visit schools of their choice;
we were lucky to even go to college.
In 1976 I applied to Harvard, Yale, Brown,
Duke, Northwestern and the University of
Miami. I was accepted to Duke, Northwestern
and the University of Miami and chose Northwestern. I didn’t know anyone that had gone,
didn’t have relatives in the Midwest, and didn’t
know what to expect.
The financial package to get me here involved
a combination of student loans, grants by Northwestern, parental contribution and a school job.
When they looked at my background they must
have felt I would be perfect for mopping floors.
Two of us were assigned to sweep and mop the
floors for Saga food service after the students
ate; it was a very humbling experience. I was
premed in college and worked at St. Francis
and Evanston Hospitals drawing blood on
weekends. I also had work study jobs working
with biochemists at Northwestern.
Burnt out and not accepted to medical school,
I decided not go back to Miami. I worked as a
waiter and eventually started working as a law
clerk for an insurance defense firm in Chicago.
I got the job from a waiter who was giving it up
to go to law school. I made $3.35 per hour for
a 40 hour work week and kept my night job to
pay the bills. I made more in one night at the
restaurant than I made all week as a clerk. The
stress of working so much was hard. After a
raise or two, I was able to stop working at the
restaurant and applied to just one law school. I
was accepted to John Marshall, a school known
for providing “access and opportunity,” and
started in January 1984.
I worked 30-35 hours per week throughout
law school. Following graduation, I went to
work for the late John Phillips (whose name
was Giangrasso when he came to America
from Bagheria, Sicily) and was with him for
four years. Not long after that I started my own
personal injury firm, Sal Indomenico & Associates, P.C.
Practicing primarily in Cook County, I have
obtained numerous multi-million dollar results
for my clients through jury trials or settlements
totaling well in excess of $40 million since 1993.
I have three wonderful children, and my wife
Lauren and our family reside in Lincoln Park.

JMLS Board
Trustee
Announcments
Umberto Davi elected Vice President and
Jon DeMoss to serve The John Marshall Law
School Board of Trustees

From left, Umberto Davi pictured with his son Dion
and Gregg Garofalo.

Congratulations to Umberto Davi, who was
unanimously elected as vice president of the
John Marshall Law School Board of Trustees.
Davi has served on the Board for a number of
years along with a number of other Justinians,
including, immediate past president and president emeritus, Alfred E. Gallo; president of the
Board of Trustees, Leonard Amari; secretary of
the board, Celia Guzaldo Gamrath; and Joseph
Gagliardo, all past Justinian presidents as well.
Also serving on the board is Treasurer Mary Ann
(Iontorno) Hynes; and Giacomo Pecoraro.
Umberto is the poster child of everything that
The John Marshall Law School has stood for
well over 100 years. In its Mission Statement,
historically and continuing, John Marshall has
meant to the Illinois community “Access and
Opportunity”. It has always provided an opportunity for folks, like members of our ethnic
community, to be admitted to law school and
provided the opportunity to excel, as most of
us have historically done.
Umberto came to this country as a teenager
in the 1960’s with his widowed mother and two
sisters. He chased the American dream, got his
education, and had wonderful mentoring from
folks like Jack Cerone, Joe DiNatale, Anthony
Erbacci Sr., and others. He worked hard, he
studied, passed the bar, applied all of his middle
class values and Italian ethics to everything that
he did, and built a very successful law practice
in the Chicagoland suburbs.
Umberto has served as a role model for
many younger Justinians, including his son,
Dion Davi, a prominent attorney, in his own
right for a young man in DuPage County. Both
Umberto and Dion were elected to serve on the
Board of Governors of the Illinois State Bar
Association.
Congratulations to Jon DeMoss who was also

From left, the late Justice Lawrence Pusateri, Mike
Coccia, Leonard Amari and Jon DeMoss.

unanimously elected to the Board of Trustees
at the John Marshall Law School. He is a past
president and longtime executive director of the
37,000 member Illinois State Bar Association. For
the last several years Jon has been the president
of the very successful ISBA/Mutual Insurance
Company.
An 18 year participant on the Board of Visitors
at JMLS, Jon was also an active member of the
recent Decanal Search Committee that selected
John Corkery as Dean. He also has served for
years on the Audit & Budget and Investment
board committees.
Congratulations to brothers Umberto and Jon,
the law school is in good hands with their board
involvement as well as with the other Justinians
in positions of governance.

Tornatore Business Person of 2008
[Editor’s Note: This article ran in the October
2008 issue of the Roselle Chamber Business
News newsletter highlighting the distinguished
career of past president Sam Tornatore. Congratulations to Sam on this recognition!]
Salvatore J. “Sam” Tornatore is a 1974 graduate of The John Marshall Law School and is
a practicing attorney in the Chicagoland area
for the past 34 years. Tornatore Law Office is
located in Bloomingdale where he offices with
the Amari & Locallo law firm. Sam represents
parties in civil and criminal litigation and also
represents the interests of many corporate and
business clients. Also, Sam is an arbitrator for the
American Arbitration Association. Sam is pastPresident and current member of the Justinian
Society of Lawyers and the Italian American Bar
Association. In addition, Sam is a member of the
Illinois State Bar Association and the Chicago
Bar Association.
Roselle is home to Sam, his wife Marcia and
daughter Ali. With an interest is serving the community in which he and his family live, Roselle
has benefited from his leadership skills and his
ability to team with other in local government
resulting in outstanding programs and services.
Originally appointed to the Village of Roselle
Zoning Board of Appeals in 2001, Sam was
later elected as Village Trustee in May of 2004
where he continues to serve in the interest of the
residents and business community of Roselle.
Sam’s commitment to the community is
displayed in his participation in numerous local
organizations, many of which he has served
as president including the Roselle Chamber of
Commerce & Industry. Shortly after Sam became
a Chamber member in October of 2000, he was
elected to the Board of Directors. Recognizing
his leadership skills, Sam was further elected and
served a two-year term as Vice President in 2002,
followed by a two-year term as President in 2004.
During this time, he recognized the potential of the
Golf Outing turning the event into the Chamber’s
most profitable fundraiser. He also formed and
chaired a committee responsible for an in-house
publication of Roselle’s community directory
which was previously outsourced. Again, this
afforded the Chamber a greater return. Sam

Bank Trustees
Appointed
Pan American Bank President Frank Cerone
writes that they are honored to add three prestigious members to its impressive board of directors. Former Illinois State Treasurer, Judy Baar
Topinka has joined the Board of Directors.
The second, Richard Pellegrino, earned his
BA and Masters degree from Loyola University
of Chicago and his Juris Doctor Degree from
Washburn University School of Law after receiving his honorable discharge as a sergeant
in Vietnam. Pellegrino, who is not only an extremely successful attorney admitted to practice
at several impressive levels including the United
States Supreme Court, has also contributed
much time and effort to being a public servant
holding numerous community service positions
and participating on several boards throughout
his career. As the former Mayor of Indian Head
Park and the current Executive Director of the
West Central Municipal Conference of Mayors,

From left, past Justinian Presidents Sam Tornatore
and Franco Coladipietro, and John Nocita.

continues to serve on the Board and remains
an active and valued member of the Chamber.
Sam has also been entrusted with duties
of Treasurer for the Bloomingdale Township
Republican Organization. He has led the Chicagoland Italian American Charitable Organization (CIACO) in many successful fundraising
activities which assisted the needy and provided
funds to encourage the advancement of our youth
in educational endeavors with scholarships.
Other past community involvement includes
presentations at colleges and broadcasting on
a local radio station. His legal expertise has
rated him the title of “The Legal Eagle” with his
well-known previous radio broadcast program
of “The Legal Point of View” on WJJG (1530
AM).
Throughout Sam’s professional career, he
has received numerous awards for a variety of
accomplishments honoring his leadership. Most
recent, Sam proudly accepted the Mentoring
Award from the Justinian Society of Lawyers,
and he was presented with the Man of the Year
award from CIACO.
Whether in business or through political and
private organizations, Sam has shown consistency in serving the personal and professional
needs of others throughout DuPage County. His
contributions coupled with honesty, intelligence,
leadership, and integrity make Sam Tornatore
deserving of the Chamber’s 2008 Business
Person of the Year award.

Fred Serpe and Richard Pellegrino.

Richard Pellegrino will be an invaluable asset
to Pan American Bank.
Their third addition to the board is Robert
Fioretti, Alderman of the 2nd Ward. Fioretti was
born and raised on Chicago’s South side. As a
first generation American, he took advantage of
pursuing the American dream by succeeding in
school and winning scholarships and awards.
A graduate of Northern Illinois University College of Law, at which he is still a member of
the Faculty, Fioretti has experience in numerous
areas of law. Bob Fioretti is an active member
in several civic organizations and also serves
on numerous boards and committees.

From left, Fred Serpe, Commissioner Pete Silvestri
and newly appointed Board member of the Pan American Bank, Alderman Robert Fioretti of the 2nd Ward.
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A Justinian You Should Know:
JOHN STORINO
By: Leonard F. Amari
We know of the prominence of the Storino clan
in our ethnic community and their substantial
contributions to the Chicagoland legal community and the Justinian Society. None, more so,
than John Storino, a 2008-2009 recipient of the
Chicago Law Bulletin’s prestigious “40 Illinois
Attorneys Under 40 to Watch” recognition.
During his legal career, most recently having
been promoted to partner of the prestigious national law firm of Jenner & Block, John Storino
has taken lead roles in several multi-milliondollar cases. He has worked, too, as a special
assistant Illinois attorney general representing
the Governor of the State of Illinois and various
state agencies in First Amendment, political
discrimination and retaliatory discharge cases.
In this role, Storino successfully argued a political discrimination case before the United States
Supreme Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit
which has resulted in a decision that has become
important precedent for that area of law. Storino
is a very impressive and accomplished young
lawyer.
John Storino joins a number of other younger
members of the Justinian Society of (Italian)
Lawyers in being honored and recognized
with this significant 40 Under 40 recognition,
including Franco Coladipietro, Celia GuzaldoGamrath, and John Sciaccotta, all past presidents,
as well as 2007 recipient Katherine Amari, the
society’s 3rd Vice President and Anita M. Ventrelli who is, along with Ms. Gamrath, a partner,
in the prestigious national family law firm of
Schiller, DuCanto and Fleck.
In the last several years, Storino has concentrated his practice on representing large and small
law firms from across the country in litigation
and pre-litigation disputes involving claims of
legal malpractice and breach of fiduciary duty
arising from various areas of law.
But to those who nominated John for this Law
Bulletin recognition, Storino’s greatest successes
have come from his finding the time for pro bono
efforts. He has done work for low-income clients
who would normally not have access to the legal
system, including arguing a matter before the
Seventh Circuit in which the court reversed his
client’s major criminal conviction and issued an
order of acquittal based on insufficiency of the
evidence. He has represented criminal defendants
in murder and attempted-murder cases as part
of his pro bono work.
His peers at Jenner say that this community
service comes naturally to Storino, who serves
on the Board of Directors for the Lawyers Committee for Better Housing and St. Ann School in
Pilsen.
Storino’s pro bono successes are just one more
example of this outstanding young man’s abilities
as a lawyer and humanitarian. During his career,
Storino has helped his clients reach favorable
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From left, 1st Vice President Don Storino, past President Alfred E. Gallo and John Storino.

settlements and obtain positive verdicts in
construction disputes, breach of contract matters and insurance coverage litigation. He has
tackled complicated civil rights cases, election
law issues, pension fund litigation and defended
municipalities and governmental entities.
Others have recognized Storino’s talents.
He is a frequent lecturer on legal topics, and
has co-authored a chapter on redistricting and
reapportionment in the Illinois Elections Law
Handbook. He has also served on the transition
teams of Attorney General Lisa Madigan and
State Treasurer Alexi Giannoulias.
“John Storino is a young man of maturity
and poise well beyond his years,” said attorney Richard Pellegrino. “The breadth of his
intellectual capacity is surpassed only by his
insatiable thirst for intellectual curiosity. As
for his interpersonal skills, John is unequaled
in his ability to join disparate people together
and maintain the utmost civility while in the
heat of litigation.”
His peers praise Storino’s judgment, saying
that he consistently makes the best decisions
for his clients. They also cite his courtroom
demeanor, saying that Storino always remains
calm even in the most pressure-filled moments.
“John has all the objective criteria necessary
to excel as a lawyer,” said Joseph Bisceglia,
an attorney with Jenner & Block, past Justinian president, and 2007-2008 president of the
32,000 member Illinois State Bar Association,
who has worked closely with Storino. “He
works hard. He is smart. He is honest. He is
dependable and highly responsible. And he is
personable. But he has something extra, other
qualities that cannot be taught as part of a law
school curriculum that have made him a truly
outstanding lawyer well before the time the
few lawyers who achieve that goal do so.”
The Storino family traces their Italian roots
back to a small mountain town in Calabria called
San Fili, emigrating in 1916 to the U.S.
Another example of the best our community
has to offer.

Desiderata
Go placidly amid the noise and the haste,
and remember what peace there may be in
silence.
As far as possible, without surrender,
be on good terms with all persons.
Speak your truth quietly and clearly,
and listen to others,
even to the dull and ignorant;
they too have their story.
Avoid loud and aggressive person;
They are vexatious to the spirit.
If you compare yourself with others,
you may become vain or bitter,
for always there will be
greater and lesser persons than yourself.
Enjoy your achievements as well as your plans.
Keep interested in your own career
however humble;
it is a real possession in the
changing fortunes of time.
Exercise caution in your business affairs,
for the world is full of trickery.
But let this not blind you
to what virtue there is;
many persons strive for high ideals,
and everywhere life is full of heroism.
Be yourself.
Especially do not feign affection.
Neither be cynical about love,
for in the face of all aridity and disenchantment,
it is a perennial as the grass.
Take kindly the counsel of the years,
gracefully surrendering the things of youth.
Nurture strength of spirit
to shield you in sudden misfortune.
But not distress yourself with dark imaginings.
Many fears are born of fatigue and loneliness.
Beyond wholesome discipline,
be gentle with yourself.
You are a child of the universe
no less than the trees and the stars;
you have a right to be here.
And whether or not it is clear to you,
No doubt the universe is unfolding as it should.
Therefore, be at peace with God,
whatever you conceive him to be.
And whatever your labors and aspirations, in the
noisy confusion of life,
keep peace in your soul.
With all its sham,
drudgery, and broken dreams,
it is still a beautiful world.
Be Cheerful.
Strive to be happy.

She Was Drawn to Criminal Law from the Start
[Editor’s Note: This article, written by Stephanie Potter, was originally published in an edition of the Chicago Daily Law Bulletin and is
being re-printed here with permission.]

Domenica A. Stephenson
Associate Judge,
Cook County Circuit Court
Appointed: March 2007
Career highlights: Assistant state’s attorney, Cook County, 1991-07; part-time
prosecutor and solo practitioner, Howard
County, Ind. 1987-91.
Law School: The John Marshall Law
School, 1987
Interests: Attending her children’s
sporting events, skiing, exercise, travel,
concerts.
A former supervisor describes Cook County
Associate Judge Domenica A. Stephenson as
having a rare kind of integrity.
“She’s very honest,” said Cook County
Assistant State’s Attorney John B. Dillon Jr.
“She’s always searching to improve herself
and improve her abilities. She wants to see
the right thing happen, even when it wouldn’t
be the popular thing.”
Dillon, now a felony trial supervisor, supervised Stephenson when she worked in felony
review and later when she was a trial attorney.
Dillon said the office urges its felony review
lawyers to leave no stone unturned when it
comes to interviewing witnesses before deciding whether charges should be filed. Stephenson
never cut corners, he said.
“Sometimes [the last witness to be interviewed] would be the one key witness who
shows us we don’t have the right person here,”
Dillon said. “I would see her stand tall in the
face of adversity to make sure the right thing
got done.”
Stephenson, 46 joined the Cook County
state’s attorney’s office in 1991. Prior to
that, she worked as a part-time prosecutor in
Howard County, Ind., where she also had a
civil practice. During that time, she prosecuted
several criminal cases with her husband, Brian
J. Stephenson, who now heads up the litigation
division at Cummins & Associates Ltd.
Stephenson then went by her maiden name,
Martino.
Their courtroom styles complemented each
other, Stephenson said, so much so that jurors
she spoke to after trial, who did not know they
were married, suggested they two would make
a good couple.
They met at The John Marshall Law School,
where Stephenson got her degree in 1987. They
have four children, MaryGrace, 16, Madeline,
14, Sophia, 11 and Cole, 9.
Stephenson said she wouldn’t mind if her
children followed their parents’ career path, but
doesn’t want them to feel obligated to become
lawyers. She noted that her husband, who does

stand-up comedy on the weekends, has gotten
the children involved in acting.
Stephenson, a native of Kokomo, Ind., is the
daughter of Angela and the late Frank Martino, Italian immigrants who emphasized the
importance of education. Stephenson worked
at her parents’ restaurant as soon as she could
reach the counter, and continues to fill in occasionally.
Stephenson said she was raised to believe
that the career she chose would be her job for
the rest of her life, so she wanted to enter a
field that would hold her interest. She said she
was drawn to the law, and to criminal law in
particular, because of the variation among cases
and the opportunity to help crime victims.
“Each case is different and challenging,”
Stephenson said. “I like the fact that in criminal
law there are all kinds of experts you can use at
trial and different areas you can learn, whether
it’s fingerprints, DNA, trace evidence.”
Stephenson worked in many different capacities within the state’s attorney’s office,
including felony review, preliminary hearings,
night narcotics court, the Public Integrity Unit
and the Felony Trial Division. She ultimately
became supervisor of community prosecutions
in the First Municipal Community Prosecutions
Division.
Stephenson said she loved her work as a
prosecutor, but wanted to become a judge
early on in her career. She was sworn in as an
associate judge in April 2007 and now hears
felony cases at the Criminal Courthouse at
26th Street and California Avenue.
“As the judge, you can decide what the right
thing is in a case,” she said. “You can make
the decision on what services are available for
certain cases and what you thing would be the
appropriate and right disposition in a case. I
think it is just taking it up to the next level.”
While with the state’s attorney’s office,
Stephenson tried several major cases, including the successful prosecution of three men
accused of murdering community activist
Arnold Mireles. The defendants were tried
simultaneously before three separate juries in
early 2000.
“That was my first multiple jury, and I was
very grateful to be trying a case with [Richard
A.] Devine and Jim [James P.] McKay [Jr.],”
Stephenson said.
Stephenson said the case required a great
deal of organization, and praised Cook County
Circuit Judge Bertina E. Lampkin for her deft
handling of the complicated trial.
Lampkin returned the praise, saying that Stephenson, who was assigned to her courtroom,
was one of the finest litigators she has seen.
“The unique thing about Domenica is her
opponents liked her, because she would fight
a hard fight but a fair fight,” Lampkin said.
Stephenson was skilled at balancing the demands of motherhood with the demands of
trial work, Lampkin said.

“I’m happy to be one of her mentors,” Lampkin said. “I think she adds something positive
to our fraternity.”
Stephenson said she was proud of her cases
in which new law or jury instructions were
created, but also of her work helping victims.
In one particularly wrenching case, the victim’s
wife was talking to her husband via cell phone
when he was shot to death during a tavern
robbery.
“We worked very closely with her to help
her get through a really difficult, difficult case,”
Stephenson said.
As a prosecutor, Stephenson tried cases before
Associate Judge Dennis J. Porter, who said he
was impressed with her no-nonsense attitude.
“She presented her case in a very straightforward manner,” Porter said. “She was trying
to win, but within the bounds of the law.”
Former colleague Shauna L. Boliker Andrews, head of the Sex Crimes Division in the
state’s attorney’s office, said Stephenson was
known within the office for fairness and an
ability to look at cases from both sides. But
she said she respects Stephenson’s dedication
to her children just as much, Andrews said.
“I think everybody that comes before her will
get a fair shake,” she said. “But when I think
about her, I think about her as a mom and a
friend.”
Echoing the tough-but-fair assessment was
defense attorney Robert F. Nemzin of Hickey
& Nemzin, who tried one or two cases opposite
her.
“I’m looking forward to appearing in front
of her because I know she’s going to be a great
judge,” Nemzin said.
Dillon said attorneys who appear before Stephenson will benefit from her experience.
“I see her putting into effect the same things
she learned from Judge Lampkin, which is to
dot every ‘I’ and cross every ‘t’,” he said. “I
think attorneys will be better for it.”
Stephenson said it has been interesting to
see cases from the other side of the bench.
She said that as an attorney she would try to
anticipate her opponent’s arguments and form
her responses, but as a judge she has even more
on her plate.
“As a judge you have to be aware of everything that’s going on, every work that is said,”
Stephenson said. “You have to be thinking of
objections, making a good record and making
sure everything is running smoothly in the
courtroom.”
Charles S. Beach II, who handles DUI and
suspended-license cases and who has appeared
before Stephenson, and said her experience in
dealing with criminal matters shows.
“She hit the bench running,” Beach said.
His advice to attorneys appearing before her
is simple.
“If their case is set for trial, they’d best be
ready for trial, and they’d best not try to play a
game or get around the system,” Beach said.
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The Mimo Story
By: Leonard F. Amari
Every once in a while, when it appears that our
community, our wonderful Justinian Society,
loses focus as to what it is we are about, when
some of our members, from time to time, make
it about themselves, I am reminded of the best
that our community can do, and think fondly
about the “Mimo Story”.
Some years ago I had the great pleasure
of attending a lovely Sunday morning mass
at Casa Italia, known to many of us, historically, as the Italian Cultural Center, in Stone
Park, Illinois. After the mass, the then Consul
General of Italy, Pasquale D’Avino, said a few
words to the congregation, words that rang oh
so true historically and continuing, about the
interaction of Italians with Italians. He said,
“If you get five Italians in the same room, you
will end up with six different opinions.” How
true.
Many of us have seen, in our efforts to do
good for the Italian-American community, to
unite the various factions, of what we read about
in the pages of Fra Noi so often, “gelosi.”
Be that as it may, every so often in my professional life or my social situation I recognize
what being an Italian-American is all about.
Sure, we will continue to have our disagreements, sometimes petty, different agendas
and objectives, but a few years back I had the
experience of seeing the very best all of our
community has to offer, how Italian-Americans
unite for a single important and sincere purpose.
I relate this story to our Justinian membership
again, especially to the younger members who
aren’t familiar with the “Mimo Story.”
I had returned from Italy with my dear friend
Steve Gemmellaro, who lives in this area, after
visiting his family in Sicily. I have had occasion to visit Sicily a few times a year with my
friend and have grown to love his family who
live in the town of Nicolosi in the Province of
Catania. Over the years I saw the brother-in-law
of my good friend, the family patriarch, Mimo,
deteriorate in health for a lot of reasons, lack of
proper medical attention, refusal to deal with
the warning signs of poor health, etc. During
a visit one mid-May he appeared to be on his
last leg and my friend and I took it upon us to
meet with his physician, a general practitioner,
in the town of Nicolosi, a wonderful doctor, but
not a cardiologist. She provided to us for our
meeting with her the medical record, though
in Italian, of course. Her prognosis was that,
though she was only a general practitioner, it
appeared this gentleman’s health was failing
quickly and that unless he had some immediate cardiological attention, perhaps a heart
transplant, there was not much reason for
optimism. Being the “big-time lawyer” from
America, this family, all relatively uneducated,
simple and humble people, but wonderful as
any of our relatives from the old country could
possibly be, looked to me to advise them what
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Franca Chisari pictured with Domenico “Mimo”
Chisari in Nicolosi, Sicily

it is they should do. They led me to believe that
because of the age of their ill relative they were
informed a heart transplant was not a possibility
in Italy.
I returned home on a Saturday flight on Alitalia, arriving in Chicago at 4:30 p.m., or so. It
gave me all day Sunday to think about how I
would try to help these dear wonderful people
in Sicily and their patriarch, Mimo, who was in
poor health. Of course, it doesn’t take a downtown Chicago lawyer to see that the first order
of business was to have the medical records, in
Italian, translated accurately in English, then
to have them reviewed by competent medical
disciplines including a cardiologist, and have
all of this done as quickly as possible because
of the serious failing health of the patient.
The first thing I did Monday was to put a
9:00 a.m. call in to Dominick DiFrisco, a true
altruistic leader of our Chicagoland community,
to get help, advice, direction and procedures that
he could suggest to me. During that conversation, a then young lawyer on my staff, Franco
Coladipietro (now a State Representative),
overhead the conversation while he was waiting
to review a file with me and offered to take a
look into some of the approaches he would like
to take. I immediately faxed the medical records
in Italian to Dominick, with a copy of them to
Franco. I also faxed a copy of the records with
an explanatory letter of the problem to Dr. James
Talano, a highly respected cardiologist and at
the time, Chief of Staff at Tulane University and
formerly with Northwestern Memorial Hospital,
where through Hon. Bruno Tassone, I got to
know him.
Franco Coladipietro has a long time family
friend, a dentist in Joliet, Dr. Regina Paolucci
whom he called to see if she had any ideas. Dr.
Paolucci was at home that day, ill, but assumed
the responsibility of cold-calling all the major
Chicago area hospitals, seeking an Italian speaking and reading physician for purposes of getting
a translation of the medical records in question
by fax. Without having ever been introduced
to him, and again, because of a cold-call from
Dr. Paolucci, Dr. Michele Carbone at Loyola
University Hospital, who it turns out, is one
of the foremost cancer specialists in the world
immediately dropped everything he was doing

and took it upon himself to read the records
and to call me with an explanation of what the
records showed the condition of our friend to
be. He made it quite clear that if the records
were correct that, probably, short of a heart
transplant, there was not much that could be
done for this man. In fact, he suggested, that the
probability was such, based upon these Italian
medical records, unless the heart transplant
is done immediately the patient would soon
need a lung transplant, as well. He did say,
without equivocation, that our Sicilian friend
must get some immediate appropriate medical
attention and indicated a willingness to put this
gentleman-in-need into his medical network
with an introduction to a cardiologist.
At about the same time, and as a result of the
same efforts of Dr. Paolucci, a similar scenario
took place with Dr. Antonio Scommengna, an
OB/GYN at the University of Illinois Hospital,
who also took the time to read the same Italian
records and offered to be of assistance as did
Dr. Carbone. Again, this was a physician, an
Italian-American, who knew none of us, but
took the time to drop everything to be of assistance to “paisani.”
Meanwhile, now it was about 11:00 a.m. or
so on Monday, Dominick also having dropped
everything to be of assistance, enlisted the
services of Dr. Maria Marzullo, a Ph.D., and
professor of Italian Studies & Languages at
Columbia College, for purposes of translating
the records and enlisted the assistance of Dr.
Ersilio Orfei, a noted pathologist also from
the Loyola University Hospital, to be of assistance in this situation. Dr. Orfei verified the
prognosis already twice received and explained
the medical records. Meanwhile, Dr. Marzullo
translated the medical records and faxed them
back to me.
I immediately faxed the translated medical
records to Dr. James Talano in Louisiana, at
Tulane University Hospital, who volunteered
to assume the responsibility of taking charge
of the care for this very ill man. Dr. Talano’s
prognosis was not very much better as to
identifying the ill nature of our friend, but he
emphasized, as did the others, the need for immediate cardiological attention and suggested
transporting Mimo from Sicily to Louisiana and
Tulane Hospital so that he could assume the
responsibility for his care. He volunteered to
get the hospital’s “International Department”
involved.
By noon I had spoken with some of the most
wonderful people in enlisting their assistance
in helping me solve the dilemma of how to
help these wonderful people many thousands
of miles away in the little town on the island
of Sicily. I had spoken with and/or received
the assistance of a renowned cancer specialist,
a foremost pathologist, a Director of Italian
Studies, and a cardiologist of national repute,
among others. All of this came about in a
few short hours from folks who knew none of
Continued, Page 19
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us. In the next few days, equipped now with
translated-into-English medical records, Judge
Gloria Coco, and Bogan High School civics
teacher Jim Artese, both of whom were on the
Sicily trip with me and my friend, had the records
reviewed by medical people in their networks,
unfortunately with the same dire prognoses. As
far away as Milwaukee we received help from
attorneys Joseph Alioto and the late Dominic
Frinzi who enlisted the assistance of a forensic
psychiatrist named Dr. George B. Palermo, who
offered to be of any assistance he could.
THIS is what our culture is all about; aside
from the fact that we don’t always agree on
certain social issues, political philosophies or
other mundane realities of our day to day life.
Do I get frustrated from time to time when
I don’t see the kind of support that I feel there
should be for our Italian-American Political
Coalition? You bet! Am I disappointed that the
Joint Civic Committee of Italian Americans
doesn’t have more participation from all the Italian organizations in our community? Of course.
Am I a little disappointed that the various Sicilian clubs cannot get together to explore mutual
agenda and, perhaps, merge? Certainly. Do I
get frustrated with segments in our community
when I don’t see their overwhelming support
for what is going on at Casa Italia? Sure, and,
etcetera. But I am old enough and experienced
enough to recognize that when you get five Italians together you will end up with six opinions.
And God bless them all.
[Editors Note: As a follow-up to the article concerning the health of Sicilian national, Domenico
Chisari, Dr. James Talano, head of Cardiology
at the Tulane Hospital & Medical Center and
formerly of Northwestern Memorial Hospital,
assumed charge of this very sickly gentleman.
“Mimo” as he is called by those who love him,
was flown to Chicago and then to New Orleans.
Tests were given only to discover that his other
vital organs were in such poor condition that a
transplant was not possible. He was given an
angioplasty and angiogram with the hope and
expectation that his negatives would be more positive. However, his condition only worsened and,
in fact, the prognosis was that had Dr. Talano and
his staff known how sick Mimo was they would
have never transported him to America from Sicily. Because of his declining condition, he was
not capable of being transported back to Sicily
to be with his family at the end on a commercial
airliner. As a result of additional support by many
Italian-Americans in the Chicagoland area and
the folks at Tulane, a medivac ambulance plane
took Mimo to Sicily, where, after a few brief days,
he was with his family at the time of his death.
The hospital, and Dr. Jim Talano, committed
to all of this with the understanding that the only
expense would be the first $30,000. This amount
was raised among folks from our community, in
increments of $500, in a matter of weeks. This is
what our community is really all about and just
shows all we can accomplish. And God Bless all
of those who helped and contributed their time
and money to this cause.]

THE STRATEGY BEHIND
MORTGAGE ACCELERATION
PROGRAMS
By: Erica Minchella
Years ago, when I was a bankruptcy attorney, I frequently
told clients that I
had a magic wand
in my credenza
and I was going
to make all of their
debts disappear –
and in filing the
bankruptcy case,
I essentially did
that for them.
I haven’t practiced bankruptcy
law in almost 10
years, but I found a magic wand again, to
make debts disappear and give you financial
freedom! The “magic wand” is a “mortgage
acceleration program”. Mortgage acceleration
programs are computer, web-based, excelbased or bi-weekly programs that help you
to reduce the amount of interest you will pay
on your mortgage by providing a variety of
methods to pay additional amounts toward
your principal. The more you are able to pay
on your principal, the faster you will pay off
your mortgage and the less interest you will
pay.
Many of the programs are using a similar
method of allowing the program to prompt
the homeowner to move money from a Home
Equity Line of Credit (HELOC) to the principal of the first mortgage. The key is that
you will be depositing all income onto the
HELOC and paying bills out of the HELOC
instead of using a checking account. By
using the HELOC in this manner, interest
on the HELOC is reduced, because it only
accrues to the extent that there is debt, and
funds accumulate faster for payment toward
the principal – thereby reducing the upfront
interest you pay on a mortgage and shortening
the term of the loan.
The standard American’s management of
money is this: We put our money in a checking
account and let it sit there until it is time to pay
bills. We take on the longest payment plans
we can – for mortgages and car payments – to
improve cash flow – and we never get free of
debt. Most people will sell or refinance their
home every 5 to 7 years. Because mortgages,
are “front loaded” with interest, the 5% or 6%
interest rate we think we have, actually is an
effective rate of 115%. People who pay their
mortgage over 30 years will pay 2-1/4 to 2-1/2
times the original debt. Mortgage accelera-

tion programs are changing the way average
Americans are handling their money.
There are approximately 10 different programs – not counting just paying your mortgage every other week, instead of monthly,
which provides an extra payment each year
and reduces your mortgage from 30 years to
approximately 23 years and not counting just
adding additional principal to each payment.
I will admit here that I have a bias. After
researching mortgage acceleration programs,
in general, and the Money Merge Account™
created by United First Financial®, specifically, for eight months, I feel that the UFF
program is without peer.
The Money Merge Account™ is a secure,
web-based cash management software that
can help you pay off your mortgage in as little
as 1/2 to 1/3 of the time without refinancing,
without increasing your payments, without
significant, or any, change in your lifestyle
and without disclosing any confidential information or providing access to your accounts.
Unlike the other programs, it does not require
a HELOC. Also, unlike the other programs, it
can also help you pay off other debt with the
most mathematically effective method called
factorial math. Other programs use similar
strategies, but from my analysis of them, they
can only handle mortgage debt, not any kind
of debt. There are other differences as well,
in price, quality and benefits.
Since most people don’t have a personal
staff of accountants and financial planners, or
the time to run through the myriad of strategies for paying off debt – and very often lack
the discipline to enforce a strategy - a user
friendly software system is the perfect solution for being told exactly what to do and how
to do it. A software program that will revise
itself when there are changes in your income
or expenses is critical.
I am passionate about seeing people become
debt free and use their income to build wealth.
Debt Elimination and Mortgage Acceleration
Programs are allowing people to think about
their finances and their futures in a totally
different way. We don’t have to be straddled
with tens of thousands of dollars in credit
card and long term debt; we don’t have to
pay mortgages for 30, 40 or 50 years.
Erica Crohn Minchella concentrates her
practice in Real Estate law, Foreclosure
Defense and is an independent agent of
United First Financial®
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Family Law Report
By Celia G. Gamrath
Schiller DuCanto and Fleck
[Editor’s Note: These articles are being reprinted with permission from Law Bulletin
Publishing Co.]

ALL IN THE FAMILY: AVOIDING THE EMPLOYER PENALTY
Like you, for the
last eight years
I benefited from
reading my partner Joe DuCanto’s
”All in the Family” articles. I am
honored to carry
on the tradition
and high standards of excellence Joe established. I plan to
work hard and have fun writing this column.
I hope you enjoy it.
The importance of child support cannot be
disputed, and income withholding is one of
the most effective ways we can enforce it.
The Illinois Income Withholding for Support
Act can be very profitable for child support
recipients but terribly unforgiving to unwary
employers of child support obligors.
Take, for example, the employer who withheld child support of $82 per week from its
employee but failed to pay it over in a timely
fashion and was penalized $1,172,100, In re
Marriage of Miller, 227 Ill.2d 185 (Ill. 2007);
or the employer who failed to withhold child
support altogether and was penalized $369,000,
In re Marriage of Gulla, 382 Ill.App.3d 498
(2d Dist. 2008).
These cases illustrate the importance of making sure clients who employ child support
obligors know how to comply with notices to
withhold income.
Section 35(a) of the Act (750 ILCS 28/35(a))
requires a payor (employer) who has been
served with an income withholding notice to
deduct the requisite amount of support and pay
it over to the State Disbursement Unit within
seven business days after the date the amount
would have been paid or credited to the obligor.
If the employer knowingly fails to withhold or
pay any amount withheld within the statutory
time period, it shall pay a penalty of $100
for each day that the withheld amount is not
paid. This can get expensive since a separate
violation occurs each time and the penalty is
calculated by multiplying $100 by the aggregate number of days. Grams v. Autozone, Inc.,
319 Ill.App.3d 567 (3d Dist. 2001).
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The failure of an employer to comply with the
withholding notice on more than one occasion
creates a presumption that the employer knowingly failed to pay over the amounts.
This is critical because after only two missed or
late payments the burden shifts to the employer
to overcome the presumption that its conduct
was not done knowingly. Overcoming this
presumption is virtually impossible, unless the
employer can prove it did not receive or was not
properly served with the notice of withholding,
or that it took all reasonable and precautionary
steps to withhold and pay over the appropriate
amount of child support within the statutory
timeframe. Employers should not expect the
obligee to come forward right away complaining that he or she did not receive the amounts
withheld. The obligee knows that maintaining
silence will likely trigger the presumption that
the employer knowingly failed to withhold and
pay over timely, which could result in substantial
penalties against the employer and a substantial
windfall to the obligee.
Although the penalty provision of Section 35
of the Act seems harsh (in Miller it amounted
to more than $1.1 million for failing to pay just
$12,382 in withholdings), harsh is exactly what
the legislature intended in order to combat the
crisis of delinquent child support and encourage the quick and efficient payment of child
support once it has been withheld. So that your
clients may avoid such penalty, counsel them
in advance on how to comply with a notice of
income withholding for child support.
An employer who is served with a notice shall
deduct the amount designated no later than 14
days and pay the amount withheld in seven
business days.
The check should be made payable to and
mailed to the State Disbursement Unit, not the
child support obligee directly. Some employers
must use electronic funds transfer to pay all
amounts withheld, and in certain situations the
employer must enroll the child as a beneficiary
in the health insurance plan and deduct for that
as well. (750 ILCS 28/35(a).) Employers are
entitled to receive up to $5 per month from
employees for the inconvenience of complying
with a withholding notice and may not fire or
refuse to hire an employee because of it.
An employer may also have to withhold additional income for past-due child support
obligations or allocate available income on a
proportionate share basis if it has been served
with more than one income withholding notice
pertaining to the same employee. (750 ILCS
28/35(c).)

Employers must be careful in calculating the
precise amounts to be withheld, since there are
limits on how much of an employee’s wages
can be garnered per week for family support
purposes (50 percent or 60 percent of the weekly
earnings, depending on the circumstances). An
employer who withholds more than is permitted
by law or withholds beyond the date specified
in the notice of withholding may be liable to its
employee for damages; and, if he or she willfully fails to comply with a withholding notice,
he or she may be subject to further penalty and
personal liability. This is all in addition to any
penalty the employer may owe the obligee.
Now that’s harsh!

IFAPREMARITALAGREEMENT
DOESN'T HOLD UP, WHEN CAN
YOU APPEAL?
The use of declaratory judgment in divorce cases
is an important tool for ascertaining the validity
of a premarital agreement at the earliest possible
stage to expedite resolution of divorce and custody matters and save the parties substantial time
and attorney fees by narrowing the issues at trial
and scope of discovery. A declaratory judgment
on the validity and enforceability of a premarital
agreement may be entered in advance of trial and
prior to entry of final judgment for dissolution
of marriage if the statutory requirements are
satisfied. See 735 ILCS 5/2-701. Under those
facts and circumstances, a court may declare the
premarital agreement is valid and binding on the
parties or it may strike down the agreement, in
whole or in part, and find that the statutory provisions of the Illinois Marriage and Dissolution
of Marriage Act control the parties' rights and
obligations in the event of divorce.
Then what? Must the parties go through the
entire trial based on a faulty premise, or can
they appeal immediately?
Ordinarily, the underlying issues in a petition
for dissolution of marriage case generally are
not appealable until the end of the case because
they are so intertwined and dependent upon each
other. However, where a premarital agreement
exists, the divorce court is dealing with two
separate and independent claims with different
statutory bases: one arising out of contract, the
other arising from remaining rights under the
Illinois Marriage and Dissolution of Marriage
Act. Accordingly, a declaratory judgment on the
validity or invalidity of a premarital agreement
may be appealed immediately with the requisite
finding under Supreme Court Rule 304(a) that
there is no just reason to delay its enforcement
or appeal or both. In re Marriage of Best, 228
Ill.2d 107 (Ill. 2008). This solution promotes
judicial economy by giving certainty to the
future course of litigation while at the same
time recognizing the policy of discouraging
piecemeal appeals.
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By: Anthony B. Ferraro, Attorney-CPA
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When You Are In A Nursing
Home, Who Pays? Estate Recovery Law More Aggressive
Than Ever:

By: Margherita M. Albarello

Your mother is in a nursing home and has
qualified for Medicaid. She has been able
to keep her home because it is an exempt
asset so long as she is living and “intends to
return home.” But what happens to the house after she dies? What if it was
your spouse on Medicaid and the state has paid over $70,000 in benefits?
Will they attempt to recover benefits upon your spouse’s death?

CASE: Bernadine worked as a customer service representative for Company. She sued
Company a few times, the parties settled,
ended their employment relationship, and
memorialized their promises to each other
in a settlement agreement. In the agreement,
Company promised to provide Bernadine with an employment reference
consistent with Company’s policy regarding reference checks - only
“name, rank, and serial number (e.g., she worked here for this period
of time, she held this position, and she was paid this much)” - and that
Company would not say that it fired her.

After a Medicaid recipient dies, the state has the right to recover any
assets remaining in order to reimburse itself for Medicaid benefits paid
out. This policy is called estate recovery. But while this policy may make
sense, families are never happy to learn that the state may put a lien on
your/your parent’s home after your spouse/parent dies.
As budgets become tighter, states will begin to try to pursue assets from
many different sources in order to make up for Medicaid benefits that the
state has paid. In Illinois at one time the Department of Health Care and
Family Services was authorized to claim against the estate of a deceased
recipient and at one time also authorized a claim against the estate of
the deceased recipient spouse. This claim against the deceased recipient spouse’s estate was declared invalid by the Illinois Supreme Court
decision in Hines v. Department of Public Aid. Therefore for purposes
of claims, the State of Illinois claims all of the real and personal property
and other assets included within the deceased person’s estate, as that term
is used in the probate act. Thus at the present time in Illinois, the claim
can only be made against the deceased person’s probate estate and not
for example, other assets such as his trust estate. However, frequently
a transfer between spouses takes place and therefore the transfer of incoming assets from a nursing home resident to the resident’s community
spouse are reviewed very carefully.
In addition, the states are now placing liens on the Medicaid recipient’s
home. This is a way for the state to secure a debt against the Medicaid
recipient’s property, meaning that the property can not be sold or transferred until the lien is satisfied.
Fortunately, the state will not place a lien on the home if the Medicaid
recipient’s spouse, minor child, or disabled child is still living in the
home. Nor will the state place a lien on the home if the Medicaid recipient’s doctor thinks he or she may be able to go home.
There are still, in certain circumstances, perfectly legal ways of avoiding
estate recovery. For example, if mom is the Medicaid recipient, and she
has a child with a qualifying disability, she may be able to give her home
to that child penalty free and avoid estate recovery at her death.
Medicaid estate recovery rules are complicated and vary state-tostate.
Anthony B. Ferraro, Attorney-CPA
The Law Offices of Anthony B. Ferraro
The Estate & Trust, Elder and Asset Protection Law Firm
Rosemont, IL 60018

Job References - The Importance
of Sticking to the Script

Bernadine then hired Consultant to help her find a job. When Consultant spoke with Company’s in-house attorney to discuss Bernadine’s
reference, the attorney gave Bernadine’s name, rank, and serial number,
but also told Consultant about Bernadine’s litigation history with Company. Presumably believing that Bernadine’s litigious streak would be
divulged to prospective employers if they called Company for a reference, Consultant took Company off of Bernadine’s resume, giving her
an almost two-decade gap in her employment history.
Bernadine sued Company again. She claimed that Company breached
the settlement agreement when it told Consultant about her litigation
history and that the almost 20-year gap in her employment history
could hurt her prospects of landing a future job. (Bernadine Matthews
v. Wisconsin Energy Corp., 7th Cir. 2008.)
What did the court do? The court said that even though it was true
that Bernadine occasionally sued Company, Company’s disclosure of
this information might be a breach of the settlement agreement, that
she may have been damaged by the gap in her resume, and that a jury
should decide whether there was a breach, whether the breach harmed
Bernadine, and the extent of Bernadine’s damages.
LESSONS:
1. Employer - Stick to the script.
Reference promises in a settlement agreement should be treated as
seriously as promises in other contracts. If you promise that you will
only give certain information to prospective employers, mean it, and
do it. Make sure that the employment reference is given by a centralized source and that this source knows what the promise is. If you’re
sued under facts like these, argue that the employee and her consultant’s unreasonable omission of her lengthy employment damaged the
employee, not you!
2. Employee - Can the consultant.
Omitting jobs from your resume is seldom a good idea and omitting
one that you held for 20 years is always a bad idea. If you think your
former employer isn’t keeping its reference promises, call the company
and try to correct the situation.
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the AP Program in Italian
By: Jessica DePinto
As ItalianAmericans we
proudly and poetically relate stories of our ancestors’ voyage to
America and their
fulfillment of the
American Dream.
Many of us also
find ourselves returning to the small
towns scattered throughout Northern and
Southern Italy in search of something equally
precious: our roots and our culture. We may
mutter a few Italian words as we seek a deeper
relationship with our heritage. But it is only
as we fumble simple phrases that we wish our
ancestors were able to leave us with one more
meaningful connection to our culture: fluency
in the Italian language.
Italian Language Foundation (www.italianlanguagefoundation.org)
The Italian Language Foundation is
dedicated to promoting and sustaining Italian
language education in the United States and
supporting the College Board’s Advanced
Placement (AP) program in Italian Language
and Culture. With the support of the Republic
of Italy, NIAF, OSIA, and UNICO, the foundation was established by Dr. Margaret Cuomo,
her mother, Mrs. Matilda Cuomo, and Mr.
Louis Tallarini in July 2008. The foundation
was established, in part, to ensure the continuation of the Advanced Placement (AP) exam
in Italian.
In 2005, the College Board first established
an Italian Advanced Placement Program and
Exam. Although the program is still in its
infancy, it has consistently enjoyed increasing
enrollment among students. Notwithstanding
the positive signs of growth, in April 2008
(less than three years after its inception), the
College Board announced discontinuation
of the Italian AP program. However, thanks
to the advocacy of the American and Italian
communities, the College Board will continue
the Italian AP program on two conditions: (1)
continued financial support; and (2) increased
enrollment of students in the AP Program in
Italian.
Continued Financial Support
Individuals may donate funds to help maintain the Italian AP program by donating directly
on-line at www.italianlanguagefoundation.org.
Donations by check should be made payable
to the Italian Language Foundation and sent
to: Italian Language Foundation, 8 East 69
Street, New York, NY 10021.
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Efforts to Increase Enrollment in Italian
Language Programs: Local Task Force
On October 2, 2008, a local task force was
organized among teachers of Italian, members
of Italian American organizations, and representatives of the Italian Consular jurisdiction for
Chicago-Midwest. Consul General Alessandro
Motta and Professor Eleonora Cammareri,
Director of the Italian Government Education
Office, spearheaded the task force organizational
meeting at DePaul University. Dr. Margaret
Cuomo facilitated the work of the task force.
Members of the Justinian Society (past president
John Sciacotta and the author) were also in attendance.
What is the Advantage of Having an AP
Program in Italian?
Students may earn college credit and save
money on college tuition. AP exams are administered at the end of the school year. Depending
on their scores, college bound seniors studying
Italian may earn college credit for work done in
pursuit of Italian language and culture studies.
Students who learn Italian in the home or who
have attended Italian language summer programs
while in high school may also qualify to sit for
the exam.
Higher scores in the verbal section of the SAT.
Students preparing for SATs who have studied
Italian tend to score higher on the vocabulary and
grammar portions of the SAT. Italian is a living, derivative language of Latin. An estimated
60% of the English vocabulary is derived from
Latin.
Encourage advanced studies in Italian. Students who might otherwise choose to major
(or double major) in Italian, may select a different European language that does have an
AP program (e.g., Spanish, French or German)
because they have the possibility of earning
college credits in one of these other European
languages. The Italian language and cultural
studies departments are deprived of talented
and passionate scholars. Equally unfortunate,
the individual (student) misses the opportunity
for personal enrichment.
Who is studying Italian in the U.S. and why
are they studying it?
• According to the Modern Language Association, most students learning Italian in the United
States today are not of Italian descent.
• According to the Institute on International
Education, Italy (after England) is the leading
destination for U.S. students choosing to study
abroad.
• Italy is among the top eight economies in
the world and is global leader in machine tool
manufacturing (with advanced technologies in
robotics and electromechanical machinery),
shipbuilding, space engineering, construction
machinery and transportation equipment.

• Formerly state-owned companies in Italy have
privatized, thus opening up the Italian market
to multinational (including U.S.) companies
and professionals in aerospace, transportation,
insurance, shipping, and telecommunications.
• Italy is a world leader in the culinary arts,
interior design, fashion, graphic design, and
industrial design.
• According to UNESCO (the cultural and
educational agency of the U.N.) over 60% of
the world’s art treasures are found in Italy.
• Italian filmmakers’ impact on modern cinema
is enormous. Martin Scorsese credits Italian
neo-realist filmmakers as having a tremendous
influence on his work. Similarly, American directors Woody Allen and Steven Spielberg have
credited Federico Fellini with influencing their
work. In 2007, in response to an overwhelming
interest in New York’s Museum of Modern Art
(MoMa’s) retrospective on Roberto Rossellini,
the MoMa screened several Rossellini films as
part of the MoMa International Film Festival
of Film Preservation.
• The canon of world literature includes works
by Dante, Machiavelli Galileo, and Pirandello.
T.S. Eliot’s epigraph to his twentieth century
masterpiece, The Waste Land, is taken from
Dante’s Purgatory. Since the Nobel Prize for
literature was first awarded in 1901, six Italian
authors have been honored: Giosué Carducci,
Grazia Deledda, Luigi Pirandello, Salvatore
Quasimodo, Eugenio Montale, and most recently, Dario Fò in 1997.
• Italians have been awarded the Nobel Prize
in Physics (e.g., Guglielmo Marconi and Enrico Fermi). Most recently, in 2002, Riccardo
Giacconi was awarded a shared prize for his pioneering contributions in astro-physics. Six Italians were awarded the Nobel Prize in Medicine
since 1901. In 1986, Dr. Rita Levi-Montalcini
shared the prize for discoveries in growth factors. Dr. Mario Capecchi (Italian born) shared
the 2007 prize for discoveries of principles for
introducing specific gene modifications in mice
by the use of embryonic stem cells.
In 2006, the Spellings Commission on Higher
Education, directed colleges and universities to
educate U.S. students so that they may succeed
in the global economy. As Italian-Americans,
the first foreign language of choice for our
children, grandchildren, nieces and nephews
is an obvious one. We should encourage them
to “know thyself,” as only then can they truly
understand their place in the world.

TORT NOTES
By: James J. Morici, Jr.
RIGHT TO REFILE AFTER VOLUNTARY
DISMISSAL SEVERELY LIMITED BY
SUPREME COURT – ATTORNEYS BEWARE!
It has long been
held that since a
dismissal under
Section 2-1009(a)
is without prejudice, that it protects a Plaintiff’s
right to refile a voluntary dismissed
action within the
remaining statute
of limitations period or one year whichever is
longer. The Illinois Supreme Court in Hudson
v. City of Chicago, 228 Ill.2d 462, 889 N.E.2d
210 (2008) severely limited these rights applying the doctrine of res judicata in circumstances
where a portion or count of the original claim
has been involuntarily dismissed.
Space limitations prevent a full analysis What
this short article will do is act as a cautionary
note to practitioners contemplating a voluntary
dismissal where a portion of the claim or a separate count has been involuntarily dismissed.
The Hudson lawsuit was brought to seek redress
for the death of a five-year old boy in a two count
wrongful death complaint alleging negligence
and willful and wanton misconduct. Plaintiff
alleged that the minor decedent died as a result
of the City of Chicago’s negligence in failure to
provide emergency medical services.
The City moved for involuntary dismissal of the
negligence count based on the City’s immunity
under Section 3.150 of the Emergency Medical
Services (EMS Systems Act) 210 ILCS 50/3.150
(2000). That motion was granted approximately
six months after the original filing, for the next
two and a half years, Plaintiffs proceeded on
the remaining willful and wanton count before
taking a voluntary dismissal. Within one year
following the voluntary dismissal, the Plaintiffs
refiled their action setting forth one count for
willful and wanton misconduct.
Defendants moved to dismiss the refiled claim
referred to in the opinion as Hudson II pursuant
to Section 2-619 on being barred by res judicata.
The Circuit Court agreed that the dismissal
of Plaintiff’s negligence claim in Hudson I
constituted an adjudication on the merits and
that res judicata barred not only matters that
were determined in the first action, but also
matters that could have been determined and

dismissed. Plaintiffs appealed and the Appellate
Court affirmed.
The Illinois Supreme Court, in the instant case,
affirmed on the basis of its earlier decision
in Rein v. David A. Noyse & Company, 172
Ill.2d 325 (1996) and upon the Court’s interpretation of Illinois Supreme Court Rule 273
which provides that “An involuntary dismissal
of an action, other than a dismissal for lack of
jurisdiction, for improper venue, or for failure
to join an indispensible party, operates as an
adjudication upon the merits.” It followed in
the Court’s reasoning that the involuntary dismissal of Plaintiff’s negligence claim in Hudson
I constituted an adjudication on the merits for
res judicata purposes and that, therefore, the
Plaintiff lost its right pursuant to 2-1009 to refile
after a voluntary dismissal.
Rein used as its rational in applying res judicata
its desire to prevent Plaintiffs from “claim splitting” and/or circumventing Illinois Supreme
Court Rule 304(a). In doing so, the Court rejected
the Plaintiff’s claim in Hudson and noted that
Rein was not limited to cases where an intent
to circumvent 304(a) was evident. In essence,
the Court held that regardless of the fact that no
intervening appeal of the involuntary dismissal
was taken, that a voluntary dismissal of a partial
claim subsequent to a final judgment on another
part of the original complaint will be held to
be “claim splitting” and subject Plaintiff to res
judicata defenses.
What has been left is a matter of great caution
for Plaintiffs attorneys who have, in effect, lost
their right under 2-1009 to take a voluntary
dismissal without prejudice and refile if there
has been a prior adjudication on the merits during the prior litigation of the cause. This would
obviously apply to a cause of action where a
count is dismissed on the basis of an asserted
immunity but also for any other grounds found
in 2-619. The majority did elude to its notation
in Rein of six exceptions to the rule against
claim-splitting found in Section 26 (1), of the
Restatement of Judgments Second (1982), but
these are of little help unless the involuntary
dismissal was based on a lack of jurisdiction
or the opposing party agrees or acquiesces to
the splitting of the claim.
James J. Morici, Jr. is a partner in the firm
of MORICI, FIGLIOLI & ASSOCIATES,
and represents Plaintiffs in personal injury,
workers’ compensation, and construction site
related injury suits. See all prior issues of Tort
Notes at www.MFA-LAW.com.

A New Neighborhood
Place to Eat:
Ristorante Prosecco
By: Katherine A. Amari
Are you interested in having a quiet
Italian lunch or dinner at a quaint restaurant and want to try something new? Go
to at Ristorante Prosecco, 710 N. Wells
Street, Chicago. The restaurant is located
in Chicago’s River North gallery district.
The Executive Chef/Managing Partner,
Mark Sparacino, his sister Stefania and
their partner Kathryn Sullivan-Alvena
serve Italian food from all 20 regions of
Italy. The food includes scallops, house
made pastas and risotto, fresh fish and
various game and meat selections. The
desserts are also made in house and
include a mousse cake, tiramisu (of
course), and a double chocolate cake.
Ristorante Prosecco has the largest selection of Italian sparkling wines in the
city. And it is all tutti delizioso! Mark and
his sister formerly ran their very successful and highly touted restaurant west on
North Ave. called Sparacinos. Mark cut
his teeth as a chef and in the restaurant
business at Topo Gigio on Wells St.
The interior of the restaurant is elegant yet cozy. The interior designers and
managing partners were inspired by the
beauty of Venice. The dining room has
golden walls, a mother of pearl colored
ceiling and silk curtains. The bar, which
is the focal point of the room, is hand
crafted with an antique mercury mirrortopped 35 foot long bar painted in the
style of 18th century Venetian furniture.
They have wonderful vinos, by the bottle
or the glass, and all of the wait-staff was
pleasant and friendly.
Ristorante Prosecco is open for lunch
and dinner. Reservations are welcome
and can be made by calling the restaurant directly at (312) 951-9500. Some
of the employees at the Law Office of
Amari & Locallo have eaten at the restaurant and were very satisfied. Dominc
DiFrisco and Vic Ciardelli, two giants in
the practice and our Justinian Society,
were spotted having lunch there and
gave Prosecco big thumbs up. The food
is quite wonderful amid their quiet and
beautiful atmosphere. So, if you are
looking to eat at a new restaurant, you
can’t miss with Ristorante Prosecco.
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From the Archives

TOP PHOTO:
(Circa 1969) The wife of the
late George Quilici, a legend in
the profession and our Justinian Society in his time, along
with past Justinian president
Angelo Mistretta, presents the
Judge Quilici memorial scholarship to Robert Gonnella on
November 19, 1969
MIDDLE PHOTO:
We couldn’t resist, two ragazzi,
past Justinian presidents, and
real lookers, Dick Caldarazzo
and Joe Bisceglia. (Circa?)
BOTTOM PHOTO:
From left, past ISBA President Tom Clancy pictured with
past Justinian presidents Joseph F. Locallo, Jr. and Enrico
Mirabelli. (Circa 1990)

By Leonard F. Amari, circa 1985
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A Night of Remembrance
for the Class of ‘78
[Editor’s Note: The article, by Jerry Crimmins, was originally published
in the Chicago Daily Law Bulletin and is being reprinted here with permission.]
More than 90 people attended a recent reunion to mark the 30th anniversary
of the first graduating class of the Northern Illinois College of Law.
The evening on September 27th “resurrected those intense, strong feelings of camaraderie we had all those years and afterward,” said retired Cook
County associate judge Gloria G. Coco.
The journey through law school “was at times more than challenging,”
Coco recalled.
The inaugural graduating class of the NIU College of Law actually didn’t
graduate from NIU. That re-labeling was decided upon later.
The law school from which they graduated in 1978 was in Glen Ellyn
and was called the Lewis University College of Law.
That class’ journey was indeed rocky, but as Coco pointed out, “Look how
many of us elevated to positions in government. We were serious students.
We knew what we wanted to achieve, not just in law school [but also] once
we passed the bar and got into the legal community.”
Seventeen of the graduates of that class, despite the school’s rocky start,
went on to become judges.
Robert W. Fioretti, also a member of the Class of ’78, recalled that he
was student body president during his second and third year in the school.
Fioretti today is alderman of Chicago’s 2nd Ward, as well as name partner
of Fioretti, Lower & Carbonara LLP.
Asked whether he was surprised that 17 of his classmates became judges,
Fioretti said, “I think we had a very public service-oriented school from the
beginning.
“We had people that were in the professions, such as police and firemen
and doctors and nurses. A lot were starting their second careers,” Fioretti
said.
“I didn’t find it unusual a lot of them became judges,” he said. “They had
a real affinity for the law, our class.”
Only a small percentage of the class was female, so “most of the women
knew each other,” Coco said.
Some of their old professors also attended the reunion.
The original law school, according to a description written by Fioretti, had
a women’s law center with a special program for women in the law.
Despite its class spirit and innovations, by 1977 the Lewis University College of Law had financial problems and troubles with the Accreditation
Committee of the American Bar Association.
NIU, in cooperation with Lewis University officials, attempted to transfer
the law school to NIU in DeKalb. This was a radical idea at the time that
was opposed by the Illinois Board of Higher Education and by the private
Illinois law schools.
William R. Monat, past president of NIU, wrote a book partly on this
subject, “The Achieving Institution: A Presidential Perspective on Northern
Illinois University.”
“It was like, ‘Gee, does Illinois really need another law school?’” Coco
recalled.
After a determined campaign led in part by DeKalb attorney Edward F.
Diedrich, the Illinois General Assembly passed legislation in 1979 to set up
the NIU law school and Gov. James R. Thompson signed it.
It was decided that the 1978 class of Lewis University College of Law would
be counted as NIU law grads.
Fioretti recalled that the class members received their original law school
diplomas from Lewis University. Then, in the early 1980’s, “they asked us
if we wanted an NIU diploma….. Some of us still have both.”
Coco expressed shock that the program for the reunion listed 36 classmates that have already died. But seeing her classmates, Coco said, “You
realized, ‘Thank God we’re still here to celebrate this 30th reunion.’”
Coco and Cook County Associate Judge John A. Wasilewski were cochairs of the event.

Office Space for Rent
Some of our members have office space to lease:
downtown, near north, suburbs, etc. If interested
please contact the newsletter editor for details.
• Office at 105 W. Madison, Clark & Madison.
Corner window office (18X10) available in a 5 office suite, office for $1,050/month and secretarial
space for an additional $200/month if needed, or
both for $1,200/month. Amenities include: Friendly atmosphere, conference room available, 24 hour
security in building, fax and copy machine available
for small monthly charge. AVAILABLE: Immediately.
For information please call Dennis J. Kellogg (312)
782-6463
• Amari & Locallo has a nice size office with secretarial station available at our Justinian Headquarters,
734 N. Wells St. This is a state-of-the-art building,
conference room, kitchen, elevator, internet access,
and the like. Perfect opportunity for an injury lawyer
or transactional lawyer. Contact the office manager,
Charles M. Sampson at (312) 255-0101 ext. 115.
• John Peter Curielli has 3 offices for rent in his
law office building in Barrington. It is one block
from the Barrington train station. (847)381-7555
EXT 101.
• Marino & Assoc. PC has space for Rent: 2 renovated offices with 13-ft ceilings and approximately
145-1000 sq. ft. Available immediately in 5-lawyer
office suite. Amenities include full reception, two
conference rooms, and full kitchen. Fax, copier,
postage, high speed Internet, phone system w/voicemail and secretarial space also available. Opportunity for referrals!. Call Lisa 773.804.9100.
• The offices of Fichera & Miller have two modern offices for rental at 415 North La Salle Street,
Suite 301, Chicago. In addition to Dominic Fichera
and Howard Miller, the current staff consists of a
full bilingual receptionist, two secretaries and three
attorneys. For further clarification, please call (312)
673-2222.
• Tracy M. Rizzo has two furnished offices immediately available to be sub-leased from a loop law
firm. Suite has been newly renovated. The interior
office (10 X 13) is $800.00 per month and the window office (11 X 14) is $1200.00 per month. Conference room and kitchen included, copy machine
and other amenities are available. Call Tracy Rizzo
at 312-332-7788.
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Photo Stories
To celebrate her elevation to Associate
DuPage County Justinians on their KiliminDean at The John Marshall Law School, a
jaro expedition. From left, on the summit is Judge
reception was help recently for Jodie Panariello Patrick Leston, Len DeFranco, Jim McCloskey and
Needham (center) pictured with her Dad, JMLS Jim Raymond.
Alumni Association members Anita DeCarlo and
Katherine Amari, and President of the JMLS
Board of Trustees, Leonard F. Amari.

Congratulations to Dan Lynch as he
earns his first co-counsel fee at Amari & Locallo. Dan Lynch, center, pictured with Anthony
Farace and Leonard Amari.

The recent John Marshall Law School
Judicial Reception sponsored by the school's
very active Alumni Association Board. From
left: Regina Scannicchio, Judge Cheryl
Cesario, Katherine Amari, Leonard Amari, Len
DeFranco and Anita DeCarlo.

A recent DuPage County Bar Association
Continuing Legal Education seminar in Las
Vegas. While there, Fred Spitzzeri (left) ran into
baseball's all time hit king, Pete Rose. He autographed a ball for Fredo and we took a photo
Our fellow Justinian fisherman, Steve
Gemmellaro, sends us this photo catching a 23
pound, 40 inch red fish from his home in Tarpon
Springs. Wow!

Justinian members at the very successful
Municipal Reception of the Italian American Political Coalition, the voice of our Italian American
community. From left: Patrick Durante; longtime po-

litical leader from our community, prominent DuPage
lawyer and friend Rick Felice along with Fred Serpe,
vice president of the IAPC; Tom Battista, president
of the IAPC; and board member, Commissioner Pete
Silvestri.
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Mike Ori and the Ori family pictured with
Katherine and Leonard Amari at the JMLS
Judicial Reception.
From left: IAPC board members, Rich Pellegrino, Commissioner Pete Silvestri, Enza Zacchigna and President Tom
Battista.

On October 16th the Illinois State Bar AsJohn Marshall Law School student Justinsociation, Chicago Bar Association and The John
ian Jim Pesoli Jr., with President Mauro Glorioso
Marshall Law School held a joint reception at
the Standard Club in Chicago honoring Thomas and his wife Pearl at Jim's annual Fall Gala for
his Charity, Kids Fight Cancer.
Fitzgerald becoming Chief Justice of the Illinois
Supreme Court. Two of the introduction speakers were the Justice's classmates from JMLS,
Chief Judge of the Circuit Court of Cook County
Timothy Evans and President of the JMLS Board of
Trustees, and past ISBA and Justinian President,
Leonard Amari. All three serve on the JMLS Board
of Trustees.

Future Justinians: Dion and his wife Kelly
bring their twins, Nico and Tia, to their first
Columbus Day Parade.

A photo from fellow Justinian and newsletter staff member
Michael F. Bonamarte, IV’s First
Annual Charitable Golf Outing. The
outing was to benefit the foundation he formed in honor of his late
father Michael F. Bonamarte III. The
Michael F. Bonamarte III Foundation was created to raise awareness
and fund research on the treatment
and prevention of strokes. The first
annual event was a huge success
and a lot of fun for a great cause.
The Foundation recently made a
$10,000.00 donation to the Northwestern Memorial Foundation. The
funds will benefit the Northwestern
Memorial Primary Stroke Center.
If you would like to receive information on future events including the
2009 golf outing and dinner please
A great turnout for the ISBA Sunday Runners’ group
contact Mike IV at (847) 732-4732
as they meet for their weekly run by the lake on Saturday
or by email at mfb@levinperconti.
mornings. Members present included John Lag, Britt
com.
Yackey, Len DeFranco, Beth Rehbock, Jack Rimland,
From left: Mike Bonamarte IV, Lake
Donna Amari, Leonard Amari, Samuel Levine, Kathy AnderCounty Sheriff Mark Curan, Michael
son, Jessica DePinto, Roberto DePinto, Jack LaBrasca,
F. Bonamarte, Jr., and Lake County
Fran LaBrasca, and Roberta Conwell.
State’s Attorney Jeff Pavletic.

Justinians attend Chicago Bar Association John
Paul Stevens Award on September 11, 2008. From left,
Front row: Celia Guzaldo Gamrath, Umberto Davi and
Alfred E. Gallo, Back row: Mary Ann Hynes, Katherine
Amari, Judge Cheryl Cesario, Leonard Amari and Joseph
Gagliardo. Cesario serves as President of the JMLS
Alumni Association Board with Katherine Amari as President- elect. The others all serve on the Board of Trustees
at JMLS.
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Miscellanea
By: Leonard F. Amari
Congratulations to
our brother, Michael C.
Prinzi, highly respected
Assistant Cook County
States Attorney for many
years upon leaving that
position to join the prestigious ad valorem real
estate tax assessment reduction firm of Madigan
& Getzendanner. Michael will be a tremendous
asset to this esteemed and successful firm in the
Chicagoland community. We wish Michael all
the luck in the world and look forward to seeing
him at more Justinian meetings since his retirement from government and joining the private
practice of law.

Bell, Boyd & Lloyd LLP has added the
following new associates: Claire Mariano in
the health care group, and Nicholas Marietti
and Michael Roaldi in litigation.
Congratulations to the newly appointed
Cook County Associate Circuit Court Judges,
a number of which are brothers and sisters
from our Justinian Society, including, Patrice
Ball-Reed and Laura Bertucci-Smith. Both
will make wonderful, patient, intelligent and
caring jurists. We wish them luck in their new
positions on the bench. They are a credit to our
society and to our legal community.

Michael Alesia wrote to notify us of the
relocation of his offices, Michael A. Alesia &
Associates, P.C. to 1000 Plaza Drive, Suite 680,
Schaumburg, IL 60173.
Congratulations to our brother, past Justinian president, Michael D. Monico upon being
awarded the prestigious Lifetime Achievement
Award of the highly respected Illinois Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers at its annual
dinner on November 7th at the University Club
of Chicago.

Judge Victoria Rossetti speaking at a recent event.

From left, new Justinian Newsletter staff member
Marilyn Alioto, Denise Staniec, 3rd Vice President
Katherine Amari, and Judge Patrice Ball-Reed.

In response to pressure from a federal judge
to reduce jail overcrowding, Chief Cook County
Judge Timothy C. Evans has assigned five new
judges to Criminal Court to hear the oldest cases,
included in this group are two highly respected
judges and active Justinians: Judge Domenica
A. Stephenson, a lawyer since 1989 who is a
former Cook County assistant state’s attorney,
and Judge Angela Munari Petrone, a former
public defender in Traffic Court and former
prosecutor here who handled 91 jury trials.
From left, Chief Justice Thomas Fitzgerald and Mike
Monico.

The DuPage County Bar Association recently hosted a seminar on consumer fraud and
protection with Matthew T. Caruso and Jeffrey
J. Antonelli participating in the event.
Hoeppner, Wagner & Evans LLP of Merrillville, Ind. has added John P. Bushemi as
a partner. Bushemi served as an Indiana state
senator for 15 years and has practiced law in
Merrillville since leaving public office. He
represents municipal and governmental entities,
as well as individuals and businesses, in civil
litigation.
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Lake County Circuit Judge Victoria Rossetti has been honored by the Italian-American
community for her work. Rossetti, the acting
chief judge of the 19th Judicial Circuit, was
recently awarded the Impresea Award by the
women’s division of the Joint Civic Committee
of Italian-Americans. The Impresea Award is
given to women from Chicago’s Italian-American community who have demonstrated outstanding accomplishments and are seen as role
models for younger generations of women.

Shaheen, Novoselsky, Staat, Filipowski &
Eccleston PC has added Kathleen Marie Cuneo
as an associate. Cuneo previously interned for
two years with the firm, where she worked on
projects involving corporate litigation, contracts, real estate, securities and employment
matters.

The Illinois Supreme Court has appointed
a veteran Chicago litigator and the administrator of Cook County to a circuit judgeship in the
9th subcircuit. Michael Ian Bender of Nadler,
Pritikin & Mirabelli LLC has been appointed to
replace retiring Circuit Judge William Patrick
O’Malley, for a term that runs through December
2010.
Anita M. Ventrelli of Schiller, DuCanto
and Fleck LLP has been appointed chair of the
American Bar Association Section of Family
Law. Ventrelli’s one-year term began following
the conclusion of the ABA annual meeting in
New York. Of course, Anita is the partner of our
past president, the highly respected and revered
Celia Guzaldo Gamrath and longtime Justinian
supporter and dear friend, Donald Schiller.

DuPage County Assistant State’s Attorney
Paul A. Marchese has been honored by various
anti-drug groups for his work in a recent drug
sting called “Operation Scratch Off”. The investigation led to the arrests of 25 co-conspirators
and the recovery of three pounds of cocaine and
seven firearms.
Anita Ventrelli and Rep. Franco Coladipietro, past
president

U.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia was the luncheon speaker for a conference by
The John Marshall Law School on “The Legacy
of Judge Howard T. Markey,” a career friend of
Justice Scalia’s. The program was held on September 16th at the school. Speakers examined
how Markey’s legacy in patent law, including
patent licensing, infringement, enforcement
and prosecution. Participants in the program
also discussed Markey’s legacy in the founding
and administration of the Federal Circuit Court
and his involvement in legal education and the
American Inns of Court. Scalia’s speech was
presented at noon at the Union League Club
and was open to the public.

SmithAmundsen LLC has added Bruce E.
de’Medici as a partner in the bankruptcy and
creditors’ rights practice group. Prior to joining
SmithAmundsen he was counsel to Mandell,
Menkes LLC.
James A. Spizzo, of Vedder, Price, Kaufman & Kammholz PC, was part of the panel at
“The 2008 Elections: What the Results Mean for
Labor Relations” keynote address by Chicago
Tribune editor James C. Warren. The panel was
there to explore the impact of the election on
Illinois public sector labor relations.
Congratulations to past DuPage County
Justinian president Rick Felice upon being
appointed by Tom Cross, at the suggestion of
State Representative and past Justinian president
Franco Coladipietro, to the Family Law Commission. Also, congratulations to past president
Celia Guzaldo Gamrath on her appointment to
this committee. The Illinois General Assembly
established this Commission to make suggestions to re-write the Divorce Code in Illinois.

Justinian George Schoenbeck pictured with Justice
Antonin Scalia.

Jennifer L. Cifaldi, an assistant state’s
attorney in Adams County was a speaker at
the Chicago Area Conference on Companion
Animal Hoarding at DePaul University College
of Law. The event was sponsored by DePaul,
the International Institute for Animal Law,
Northwestern University School of Law and
the PETCO Foundation.
Congratulations to our Justinian sister
Judge Mary Seminara-Schostok upon being
appointed to the Appellate Court.

From left, Rick Felice, Justice Moses Harrison, Justice Thomas Kilbride, and John Locallo at a Justinian
Installation Dinner.

Stanley C. Nardoni has joined Reed, Smith
LLP as counsel in the insurance recovery group.
He previously was with Mayer, Brown LLP and
is completing a master of laws degree at the
University of Connecticut School of Law.
“Managing Litigation Costs and Risk for
Corporations” was held on November 12th at
the University of Chicago Gleacher Center.
Topics include developing an optimal litigation
plan as a means of reining in litigation cost; and
variations on the hourly fee. James L. Lucari
of BP America Inc. was one of the featured
speakers.

From left, Umberto Davi, Leonard DeFranco, Judge
Mary Seminara-Schostock, Mauro Glorioso, Leonard
Amari and Mike Favia at a recent event at The John
Marshall Law School.

Kathryn E. Carso has joined the family
law firm of Griffin & McCarthy, LLP as an associate.

Anthony S. D’Agostino was a speaker at
the American Bar Associations presentation of
“The 10 Most Common Mistakes Men Make
in Divorce.”

Our mentoring students continue to excel,
especially at the John Marshall Law School.
The woman who has chaired our mentoring
program, Catherine Regina Caifano, graduating in January 2009 from JMLS, and as has
been reported in these pages, was invited to

write for the prestigious JMLS Law Review
and will be publishing her first article in the
Winter, 2009 edition.
Her comment, titled “When The Music
Stops, Requiring Certain Title VII Plaintiffs
To Find a Chair To Rest Their Complaint On,
Is Not Such a Bad Idea”, proposes that Federal
Rule 8 be supplemented by statute to provide
for a heightened pleading standard (from notice
pleading to fact pleading), specifically for, and
limited to, only those individuals who file lawsuits pursuant to Title VII after the EEOC has
dismissed their Charge of Discrimination finding
no reasonable basis to support a violation of the
law.
Catie makes us all proud. She has been
extraordinarily helpful to law students that
followed her at JMLS and to all the students in
the Justinian Society Mentoring Program, that
number almost 50 very successful students since
she has been the Chair.
Congratulations to John Ferrentino and
Jessica Kull, two young professionals who
were admitted into and successfully completed
the John Marshall Law School SCALES program, and now have distinguished themselves
at JMLS with outstanding grades and student
participation. In fact, Ferrentino and Kull, like
Catie Caifano before them, have been invited
to write for the JMLS Law Review. They also
are both energetic participants as mentors in
this very successful and worthwhile Justinian
Society Mentoring Program.
Congratulations to Mark Petrolis and
Ryan Gianni, participants in our mentoring
program from the application process and
continuing and successful students at The John
Marshall Law School, for their appointment and
involvement in the John Marshall Law School
Review of Intellectual Property Law. Petrolis
was appointed production editor and Gianni the
articles editor.
Congratulations to Jessica DePinto upon
completing her first half marathon, the Chicago
Distance Classic Half Marathon, in August. She
ran the 13.2 miles to raise funds for the Leukemia
& Lymphoma Society, in memory of her father,
Michael. Jessica surpassed her fundraising goal
and completed the marathon thanks to all the
love and support she received from her family
and her Justinian colleagues and friends.
Congratulations to Gina and Phil Salerno
upon the birth of their son Leo Phillip Salerno,
born August 15, 2008.
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Congratulations to long-time Justinian,
supportive member and historical contributor to
our mentoring program, Marianne Raimondi,
upon the marriage to Stanley Martin Cohen on
Saturday, November 15th. We wish them every
happiness.

reports 3 big results:
•$4.5 million against the U.S. Government for a child who suffered a brain injury
duing birth;
•$2.575 million fraud judgment against a
financial association;
•$1.150 million settlement based on Mercury poisoning of an adult.
Way to go Joseph Balesteri of Power,
Rogers & Smith, P.C. Joseph represented a
girl in a medical malpractice lawsuit and obtained a $12.5 million settlement for the girl.
The girl suffered brain damage at birth. The
lawsuit alleged that the hospital failed to recognize the heart deceleration and failed to appropriately resuscitate the baby through oxygen treatments to the mother.

From left, Cindy O’Keefe, 2nd Vice President Cristina
Mungai, 3rd Vice President Katherine Amari and
Marianne Raimondi.

Verdicts & Settlements
By: Michael F. Bonamarte
Congratulations to Steve Phillips on a
$3,200,000.00
dollar
jury
verdict on behalf of a 50
year-old lawyer who had
a stroke following a heart
attack. The
case occurred
in 1995 when
his client was
in an emergency room on
the Southside of Chicago with a complaint of
chest pain that went undiagnosed and untreated
for 5 hours. Thirty months (30 months) later
and as a result of the heart damage sustained
from a prolonged heart attack the client threw
a blood clot from his heart, which lodged in
his brain and caused significant speech deficits.
The client, a lawyer, is retired from the practice
of law due to his speech impediment.
The original lawyer who filed the case
stole settlement money from the client, was
disbarred, and Steve had to clean up the mess
left by the disbarred lawyer. The case already
had gone to the Appellate Court on the issue
of the prior settlement and this was the second
time it was tried to verdict. Mr. Phillips presented a unique theory in that he alleged that
the hospital was negligent in credentialing an
unqualified doctor to care for his client. The
doctor had failed his board examination eleven
(11) times.
Steve also reports that he got his first black
bear with a bow and arrow in early September.
Congratulations to Dominic Fichera who
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Congratulations to Richard Pullano on
a $2,500,000 jury verdict for the family of a
pedestrian who was run over and killed by the
defendant’s van at an Elmwood Park intersection. The defendant argued that the van had a
green light and that the pedestrian was crossing against a red light. The award is the highest Jury Verdict has reported for a plaintiff age
90 or older.
Way to go Peter Blasi on a successful
jury verdict for his client, a teenager who was
injured in a car accident in Granite City. The
Plaintiff suffered a protruding disc in her lumbar spine.
Congratulations to John Gregorio on a
$900,000.00 for a client who fell in a large rut
in the rough graded crushed stone driveway
of a home under construction in Aurora. The
plaintiff suffered bilateral meniscus tears plus
ligament damage.
Nice work Douglas Rallo who settled a
case for $287,500.00 for a client who injured
his left acetabulum and talus during a head on
collision on Route 47 near Ballard Road in
McHenry. It was discovered that the Defendant had lost consciousness while driving on
previous occasions.
Congratulations to Thomas G. Siracusa
of Power, Rogers & Smith on his medical
malpractice verdict of $925,000. The lawsuit
alleged that the defendant failed to accurately
assess fetal weight, and negligently applied excessive traction during delivery after shoulder
dystocia was encountered, resulting in Erb’s
palsy.
Congratulations to Pamela L. Piero of
Momkus, McCluskey on defending her client
in a personal injury matter after a car crash in
Tinley Park. Piero also contested the nature/
extent of the plaintiff’s injuries.

Congratulations to Anthony M. Pinto
of Donohue, Brown, Mathewson & Smyth on
receiving a not guilty verdict for his client in
a medical malpractice case involving the care
and treatment after a total knee replacement.
The defense insisted that conservative treatment was appropriate and that an infection that
the plaintiff incurred was due to working and
swimming in his pool.
Joseph P. DiPinto of Beverly & Pause
received a not guilty verdict for his client in
a personal injury case involving a car/bike accident. DiPinto maintained that the decedent,
82-year-old bicyclist who sustained multiple
trauma, failed to keep a proper lookout and
yield the right of way, supported by the testimony of a mailman who claimed to have witnessed the accident.

Obituaries
✞ Abruzzini, Dolores L.

Dolores L. Abruzzini, nee Carpino, beloved
wife of Charles F.; loving mother of Mary Jo
(Frank) Sommario, Marleve (James) Onik,
Donna (Joseph) Contraveos and Carla (Michael) Reid; fond grandmother of Justinian
Frank Sommario, Deanna, Lisa, Christina
(Alfredo), Jamie (Robert), Charles (Nicole),
Nicole and Nicholas.

✞ Buoscio, F. Ronald

F. Ronald Buoscio passed away at the age
of 80. He was a career Justinian and brother
of longtime Justinian, retired Judge Harry
Bouscio, and son of a historical and significant
Justinian contributor and leader, the late Felix
Bouscio. As well as the adored husband of the
late Catherine “Sis” for 48 years.

✞ Cerone, Clara

We regret to inform you of the death of Clara
Cerone, the beloved mother of past president
Jack Cerone, dear grandmother of Jack’s
daughter, Judge Jill Cerone-Marisie, and aunt
of longtime member Tom Cerone.

✞ Graziano, James F.

James F. Graziano, age 63, beloved husband of
Mary Ellen, nee Wukits; loving father of DeAna
Graziano-Valenti, Krista (Aaron) Stewart and
Jim Graziano; loving Papa of Nicolette, Nathan
and Gavin. Graziano’s Italian grocery store has
provided many lunches for many years for our
Justinian activities. Jim will be missed, he was
a good guy and a good friend.

✞ Leonardi, Nicola

Nicola Leonardi, 91, of Kenosha, passed away
on Friday, Nov. 14, 2008, at his residence surrounded by his family. He was preceded in
death by his wife, Giannina nee Censori, and
is survived by his four children, Mary A. Ferraro of Kenosha, Josephine (Rick) Tucker of
Racine, our pal Joseph A. (Katrina) Leonardi of
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Kenosha and Theresa (Ron) Allen of Kenosha;
three grandchildren, Louis (Julie) Ferraro,
Amy (Andrew) Miller, and Flora (Mark) Ward;
two great grandchildren, Tony L. Ferraro and
Nicholas A. Miller.

✞ Harrison, Luke Wilkins

We are saddened to report the sudden passing
of a wonderful, charismatic young man, Luke
Wilkins Harrison. Age 41, of Collinsville, he
was born June 16, 1967, in Belleville, Illinois,
and passed on Sunday November 2, 2008 at
his residence. Luke was the younger of the two
sons of retired Illinois Supreme Court Chief
Justice Moses Harrison and his wife Sharon. He
graduated from Collinsville High and attended
college at Fort Lewis College in Durango,
Colorado and Texas Southernmost College in
Brownsville, Texas. He worked for the Secretary
of State of Illinois and the Department of Motor
Vehicles. Surviving are his children, Sarah and
Jacob Harrison; their mother, Mary Harrison;
his parents; his brother, Judge Clarence W.
Harrison (Carol); his two nieces, Lauren and
Rachel Harrison; his aunt, Carla Phillips, other
relatives, and friends.

✞ Hornick, Rita M.

Our condolences to our good friend Judge
Naomi Schuster on the passing of her mother,
Rita M. Hornick.

✞ Levatino, James

James Levatino, 90 of Chicago. WWII Veteran.
Loving husband of Geraldine nee Bonarski;
beloved father of longtime and career Justinian
Adrienne Levatino, general counsel for Patrick
Engineering, and Marilyn Levatino.

✞ Naples, Pascal “Pat”

U.S. Air Force Veteran, Casa Italia Board member, formerly of Melrose Park passed away in
October.

✞ Martino, Michael

Retired Chicago attorney Michael J. Martino
died at age 81 in Fort Lauderdale, FL, his retirement home since 1984. A 1952 graduate of the
DePaul University College of Law, he served in
the Army in the Pacific during World War II.

✞ Neihart, Franklin

Franklin Neihart passed away. Franklin was
brother to Ellen Parker Carey and brother-inlaw to our good friend, ISBA President Jack
Carey.

✞ Salvati, Dominic

Bloomington attorney Dominic Anthony Salvati
passed at age 32 of cancer in OSF St. Joseph’s
Medical Center. He was an associate with
Costigan & Wollrab. A 2004 graduate if The
John Marshall Law School, Mr. Salvati was an
assistant McLean County state’s attorney before
joining the law firm. He was a former secretary
of the McLeon County Bar Association and
member of its Young Lawyers Division.

✞ Schiller, Edith L.

Our condolences to the family of our friends,
the retired Judge Steve Schiller, and our brother
Don Schiller, upon the death of their mother,
Edith L. Schiller, age 94, beloved wife for 65
years of the late Sidney Schiller, a renowned
lawyer in his own right.

UPCOMING EVENTS

January 15 Joint Dinner Meeting
Rosewood Restaurant
9421 West Higgins Road
Rosemont
February 19 Bocce Tournament
Mazzini Verdi
9230 West Belmont
Franklin Park
March 19 Dinner Meeting
National Italian American
Sports Hall of Fame
1431 W. Taylor St.
Chicago
April 16 Nomination of Officers
Elmcrest Banquets
7370 W. Grand
Elmwood Park
May 21 Installation of Officers
Gibson’s
1028 North Rush Street
Chicago

For Reservations and online payment,
please go to www.justinians.org

P.O. Box 804
LaGrange, IL 60525
Justinian Society of Lawyers
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